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Because of its proximity to Japan,-Hawai ttracts- a great
number of Japanese visitors, and'Maikiki often rooks like
the Ginza, the Broadway of, Tokyo. Furtnermore, JapaneA
business investments and establishments in Hawaii are
increasing steadily. Today, signs in Japanese saying "We
sPeak,Japanese here" or "We cah :service in Japanese nip"
are prevalent in Waikiki. It his even common: to_ find
Japanese kanji "men" and 7'women" on the': doors of rest-,
rooms:everywhere. d 1

b
To be able- to speak the Japanese-language and hdve*some
tinderstanding of the. Japdnese will indeed be adVantageous
in'Hawaii. A knowledge of the4apahese language will not
onlyenhdnce one's appreciatiOn,of theSepeople but also
facilitate one's enjoyment of their cult6re, art, and .

literature.

This guide is intended to assit.administrators, teachers,
and others dedicated to furthering international understand-
ing'and peace by encouraging the study's:if the Japanese
lahguage in Hawaii.

Charles G. Clark
Superintendent of hdication
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Seishin ittoo nani goto ka narazaran.

,(Where there is "a will, 'there is'a way:)



PURPOSE OF'THE GUIDE

The purposi of this JapaneSe Language Program Guideois to express'
the philosophy,goals and:ob)ectives, and to outline the scope and
sequence of Japanese instruction at the secondary levels for the
public schools of Hawaii. All of theseelements are treated within
the framework of the Master Plan for PutIlic Education in-Hawaii; the
Foundation Program, and the performance expectations.

This guide-is designed td aid schools in developing their own insirilc-;
iional program by outlining program goals, program objectives and
performance expectations from whichlteachers can establish the
instructionalobjectives.relative to their classroom situations,:

This guide does not advocate any specific instructional methodology
or specific instructional materials to be used Teachers are free
to select/ from the Approved Instructional Materials (AIM) publication
those' materials they feel. are best suited to meet the needs of
individual studeAts.

41i
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PHILOSOPHY OF THE JAPANESE LANGUAGE PROGRAM

The study'of Japanese adcis a dimension of enrichment that shouIt ,

be an integral part,of one's academic experience. Thi' '-perience
Ati

should begin at the earliest possible age when-continuous ogres.
in.the language can be assured, Only through language learning
experience can a person develop awareness of similarities and
differences in.the various language systems. It Is through. the
ability to communicate. that one develops.greater.understanding,
appreciation, respect and acceptance of other cultures. Learning
that different people haVe different social standards and-values
will help to remove the barriers resulting from.an ethnocentric
luerspective.

Accordingly,'. Japanese langua gram is based on the phllosophy
that:

Understanding the Japanese language and culture promotes an -apprecia-
tion of the Japanese people and their heritage.:

:Studying the Jkpanese language and culture helps students to view
;heir own language and culturefrom-differeht perspectives:.

.
.

Comparing and contrasting forms and syntax of.the Japanese language
with one's-own language enhance$ thelunderstandingand-appreciation
of one's native language..

r .

Mastering tlie Japanese language is Madedifficult-With the three .

different orthographies in addition to "roomaii."

Mastering oral. proficiency:in Japanese requires many hours of oral
practice and emersion in the language-

.

The growing importance of the andelluman resources throughout
the world makes it imperative that young Americans. learn about their
neighbors;A$pecially Japan,one of the most powerful economic and
political nations in'the Pacific Basin. And the-best way to know
them is to speak their language, Japanese.
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THE VALUE OF THE JAPANESE LANGUAGE PROGRAM ±.

. .

Geographically Hawaii is the crossroads .of the East and the West
and is the hub of `the 'Pacific Basin. As such it is a. Center for
.cultUral and economid.exchanges which influence the quality of the
life of many peoples of various political,'social, educational, and
economic backgrounds.

:Hawaii is the home of nearly. 900,000'people, of which 29Veither
speak Japanese or are of Japanese extraction.: FUrthermore, the
number of tourists ftomJapan approaches one-half millionYearly
and is not decreasing. There are unlimited opportunities for hearin ,
speaking, reading, and writing Japanese in Hawaii, with two radio
.statious offering Japanese programs from 18 to' 4 hours daily, two
Japanese-English newspapers, JapaneSe.tourist guideS, theaters thoW-
ing Japanese films regularlv and 5-6 hours ofUapanese-langUage
television programs daily. There are also many. .expressions of art,-
musiQ, literature and culture in numerous media readily available
to be appreciated.

What a richer person one could be if he or she knew the Japanese
language and could appreciate the giedt heritage of the Japanese
people and their contribution-to American culture. How much more
useful to society onexould be if he or she could speak, read, and
write the:Japanese,language, especially in,business, social, and
cultural exchanges.

The japanese'language learning experience provides the opportunity
to deVelop-awareness of (1) other people's beliefs, thoughts, and
behay.i,or; (2) the variation in meanings attached to words and phrases
in alanguage; and (3) the need,for common, understanding for efficient
interaction within a society and across cultural boundaries. Language.
learning experiences dispel ethnocentricity and help nurture the

'

cultural pluralism that has given our country its strength. The fact'
that English developed as'the international language is all the more
reason why another language should be studied, for no country can be
independent in this interdependent-world of today. Considering all
of the above and the fact that people of Japanese background make up
the second largest group in Hawaii's population, it becomes obvious-
that the value of Japanese language study is immeasurable..

0
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THE HIERARCiPV0F.GOALS,-OBJECTIVES, AND
PERFORMANCE EXPECTATIONS.IN.THE JAPANESE LANGUAGE PROGRAM

The.Master Plan for Public Educatiohjn.Hawaii mentions a .numbei of .

educational purposes which. relate to7Z,e Asian, European and Pacific:
Language.Program..4 One purpose concerns helping students to -understand
and to appreciate. other belofiging to social, cultural, and
.-ethnic groups._ different from their own. Anopher deals with-helping
students acquire the skills oflistening;.speaking, reading ;. and

.

,

The Asian, Eurbpean and Pacific LanguagaTiograth has;j.n varying
degrees- ,either a director an indirect influence on the attainment
of many of the.Foundation ProgiaM Objectives which dre'translations
of the educational purposes.'

. "
The overall program, goals and .program objectives for culture and
languagdlearning are listed in the Foreign Language Program Guide,
published in October 1977. Those specific to the Japanese Language
Program areJound in this chapter. ,

Theloerformandeexpectations found on:Tages 10 and 11.are.examples of
more refined guidelines of - expected outcomes at the classroom
The performande expectations are delineations of the program objectives..

The teac er must bear.in mind that the erformance expectations are by
no means'xhaustiVeor inclusive. Thdy, serve only as guideposts for-
identifying instructional or teadhing objectives.

',A graphic illustration:of the Iierarchy of the relationships i Phu d

on the page following.

o.



GRAPHIC ILLUSTRATION OF THE:HIERARCHY OF GOALS, OBJECTIVES
AND PERFORMANCE EXPECTATIONS1N THE JAPANESE LANGUAGE PROGRAM

The Master, Plan

Statements of eleven edUdational purposes.

The- Foundation Program Objectives

.Statements of eight overall objectives.

Program Goals.

General.statements.of.program goals.

1

Program Objectives

More specific statements of:programails.

Performance Expectations

Representative delineations ofprogram objectives.

Instructional Objectives
(Teaching Objectives)

Specific statements selected 'by teacher
with focus on student performance.

6



PROGRAM :GOALS

ti

There are two general goals in the Japanese Language Program/

1. To create in students an awareness and an appreciation of
the Japanese culture, with its far-reaching effects

2

throughout our world.

To teach students the basic li,stening, speaking, reading,
and writing skills which lead to the ability to think and
to-communicate in the Japanese language. .

t

e



PROGRAM OBJETVES: CULTURE'

The objectives of cultural instruction within the Japanese Language
Program are:

1. To develop a,positive attitude toward the Japanese
'language and an appreciation of the overall culture it
represents.

2. To develop a fuller understanding of verbal and non-
verbal communication of the Japanese.

3. To develop an acquaintance'with andxespedt for Japanese-
speaking people in the students' own community andievery-
where.

To develop an understanding of the Japanesefamily unit and
its impact upon and contribution to the s ciety of which
it is a part. . J

5. To develop a familiarity with and undetstancling of the
educational opportunities available in Japan and how these
opportunities affect their economic and'social development.

6. To develop.an understanding of how the Japanese goVernment
iS similar to and different from our own.

To develop an acquaintance with the religious aspects of
life in Japan.

8. To develop an understanding of geographic-influences upon
the economic and, social development of Japan..

9. Ta develop an appreciation of the role played by-the Japanese-
speaking world in the creative arts and the sciences.

10. To develop a knowledge of history and historical figures,
cultural heroes, and literature of the Japanese-speaking
world.

11. To appreciate the intrinsic beauty of the Japanese language.

12. To develop a 'fuller understanding, and appreciation of
.

American culture through the additional perspectives gained-
by studying Japanese culture.



PROGRAM OBJECTIVES: LANGUAGE SKILLS

The student should be able:

To listen to and comprehend the Japanese language when
spoken at a normal speed on a subject within the range

of the student's experience.

2. To speak well. enaigh to communicate directly with a
native speakeT dgrJapanese within the range of the student's

experience.

3. To read Japanese material on a given level with 4irect under-

standing and without translation.

4. To write in Japanese orthography about a subject within the range

of the studentts expeAence,usingauthpntic Japanesepatterns
and expressions.

To underStand, appreciate and employ idipinatic nuances and

gestural language common to native speakeWof "Japanese.

To"develop a better command of the English lang age through the

additional perspectives gained by studying anoth anguage.

7. To learn basic Japanese grammar and its application:.'

8. To learn and think in Japanese, the imate objective of language

study.



PERFORMANCE EXPECTATIONS FOR

ASIAN, EUROPEAN AND PACIFIC LANGUAGES

First Year of the Language Second Year 'of the Language
Third Year of ,the;

. Discusses some ways in which
.

cultural differences (e.g. proxi-

mity of speakers) play important

roles in verbal communication.

Explains how knowledge of a new

language enhances the potential

for new experiences.

. Explains how cultural value

differences can be undetstood

through the study of .a .new

language.

Discusses the role a new language

. plays 'in meeting societal needs

l-,for communication among countrieso
and cultures.

. Participates in aesthetic expres-

sions of the new culture, such as

dancing, singing, and cooking.

:Identifies selected'art forms that

are. reprOentative of the new.

'cuiture.

. Relates.bow similarities among:

cultures are partly caged by ,

increasing ease, of comtunication an

travel.

Explains how one's own perspective

has been broadened throUgh the study

of a new language and tie culture

associated with it.

Compares the culture # the

country(ies) where the new language

is spokei,wit,one's own..

. Discusses ways in which types of

art forms vary among cultures.

. Explains the way n which the art

forms of a culture reflect-its4

values, customs, and environment.

. Identifies selected art forms that

are representative,of the new

culture: / .

ar

Demonstrates an.awareness of notable,
events, conditions, and ideas which

have influenbed language and its

culture,

Dikusses some of the major personali-

ties which have influenced the, history

of the country(ies) where the new

language is spdken.

Recognizes how the'values and traditions

of a' Country are often reflected in its

language.

o.

S

Identifies, Selects,. and uses alternative'

solutions to interpersonal conflicts

which'might arise from cUltural diOter-

ences,

. Demonstrates the understanding that the,

art forms of a culture reflect its values,

history'and environment.

oe

Uses the aesthetic expression3 Of the'

new culture. (such as music, art, performs

sing arts literature) cooking, and

architecture) for ones own enrichient:
, .

. Discusses Some aesthetic contribu

tions:ofithe'culture and the.new-.

language to American.life..,

Reads alduchiritten material in

the new language to enjoy, its

rhythm, tone, and sound:

G

D monstrates an understanding that

e' art forms of a culture reflect

its.valdes, hiitory, and e ixo nt.

. Reads 'And comprehends cultural

information written in the basic

vosabulary of the new language.

Identifies some mOof, writers an& works

'in theinew langUage and comments on'A4

their influence upOn:the language all

the culture.

A-



First Year of the Languap

Reads, wi general comprehension,

simple selections in the new

language.

Writes baSii sentences in the new

languate.

Exchanges amenities witraspeaker

of the 'new:language,

Demonstrates sensitivity towards

'the' needs of a' speaker of.the new

language .by responding to verbal,

and'non-verbal cues. /

`Communicates with a speaker of th

new language

Lary includit numbers and

measurement.,

.

Second Year of the Language Third Yearsf, the Language

. Reads, with general comprehension,

literary Selections in the new

language::

. Reads aloud written material in the

new language to enjoy its rhythm,.

tone, and sound.

CIeates an original.paragraph'in the

new language.

. Reads sim le stories od poetry)In

the new 1 gunge which '

personal aesthetic, pleasure.

. Corresponds with a speak7 of the

new language,

. Demonstrates sensitivitytqwards

the needs ofa,speaker of the net

language bylresponding to verbal

and non-verbal cues.

Communicate with a speaker of the'

new language using basic.vocabulaq

including numbers, measurement, and

money.

. Converses in the new language.in a

familiar situation'.

Identifiesstoriesi' poetry, and:

mUsicofthe new language nl

culture which evoke personal

aesthetic pleasure,

4 .

, Reads aloud written materiel in the

new language to enjoy its rhythm, tone.

and sound. 'g 0

.

. 'Reads, with general comprehension,

simple literary selections in the.new

language.

.1

. Reads simple stories and.poetryin the e

new language which evoke personal.

. aesthetic pleasure.

: Corresponds. with a speaker of the rew

language.,

. Creates an original composition in the

new language.

. Communicates with a speaker of.the.

new language using basic vocabulary

including numbers, measurement,,, and

money,

Uses'insights.gained through.the. study,

Of the new language to enhance inter-.

'action with',people who speak.th

1a4pge.kr-'

Convehes' in .the new language in a':.
.

JfaMiliar si.wation.

. USes the:nei language for personal

-enjOyMefit.,

Listens to selected literary art

forms in the new language

(1



CHAPTER II

LANGUAGE. TEACHING: METHODS AND TECHNIQUES

y

Rinki, oohen.

# a
.

(Take proper steps to ineftt the situation.)
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A

INTRODUCTION

Contrastive Analysis and'Language Teaching.

Language is a tool for communication. The stlidy of its basic elements is
often referred to as phonology, morphology, and syntax. Phonology describes
the sounds of a language and their accompanying features such as pitch, stress,
and intonation. Morphology is a'study of the manner-in which these sounds are

._;combined to constitute various meaningful linguistic forms. ,Syntax refers to
the. combinatiOn and arrangement of these forms which make up larger units of
spoecR'.-Such as phrases, ,clauses, and sentences. Language_is, therefore: a
complex system of hierarchy composed of categories and subcategories of various
linguistic units. Most languages seem to, share certain universal characteris-
tics, but a comparison of any two languages will show that each language has
a system of its own:

To illustrate the differences between two linguistic systems, we
may draw an analogy between languages-and human dwellings. Let us compare
typical American and Japanese houses. They, ave built, for similar purposes:
providing privacy, a shelter.from the elements, a place torest, eat, enter-
tain people, and so on They seem to have certain featureg in common like the
roofs, floorS', walls, rooms, doors, and windows. But these gommpn features do
not account for the apparent-differences'in the general appearance of the

..houses. All the component elements of the houses must be compared if we
want to s udy in what waystheyare different. We need to examine the functions
and shap of walls, doors,.W4dows, floors, tdofs, and other objetts, as well as
the mate ials with which they{; ire 'constructed.

6 d

English and Japanese as two languages do share certain general features.
They both serve the same purpose of communication. They are made up of speech
sounds, some of which are'Similaror identical in the two languages. They have
common grammatical categories like the x'subject, the predicate, the verb, the
adjective, the pronoun, and sO forth. Yet they are different in appearance--
that is, the way they sound when they are spoken, the way they look when they
are written, and the way words are strung together.to make up utterances. A
contrastive analysis of the two languages will reveal in what way their phono-
logical, morphological, and syntactic systems are similar to or different -from
each other. Most of the errors made ,by the English-speaking students studying
Japanese are found in the areas where the two sYstems differ from- each other..
Contrastive analysis can reveal these areas and in most cases identify the na-
ture,of poslible-interferences or the negative transfer of the English linguiStic
system in the study of Japanese.

In the past years many studen s have approached a foreign language with
the erroneous notion that the stud of its grammar and vocabulary with-some .

conversational phrases would enable them to maser the language. But grammar
is only an analysis and a description of various linguistic forms and patterns

13
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which constitute a coherent synthesis. It alone cannot establish linguistic
habits or guarantee correct performance in the foreign language. Itmay help
the student to-know about the language,but it cannot effectively help one to

. know the language,
ti , .

. The traditional grammar-translation teaching method, which often equates
English patterns with those of Japanese, or describes:JaPanese in::terms,of
English gramMar, haS seldom succeeded in establishing correct linguistic habits
in students. The so-called direCt method can teach a limited amount of vocabL

.ulary and' conversational phrases to those who need only a superficial knowl-
rs edge of Japanese in order to "get along" in Japan. As a regular classroom

method, it is workable .only if the. teacher is .well experienced in the method
and the student's are highly. motivated and willing to undergo a prolonged period
of exposure to the langUage. Still a third teaching method, described with
various terms such as "lingliistic,"."linguisticallyoriented," "contrastive,"
"oral - aural,'" and"audio-lingual,', offetSa relatively effective and efficient
:technique of teaching communication skills in a foreign langdagei)1.. Various
combinations of the desirable features.Of all these methods make up yet a4ther
teaching method referred to'as the eclectic' method. Language teachersjqel
that the difference in the degree of proficiency in a language may he
techniques used and no4pecessarily the method.

.

Audio-Lingual Method

In the past three:decades and particularly since'the.Naiional Defense
Education Act of 1958, modern Ian wage instruction has undergone remarkable
changes in theory' and. ractice,,"Research in applied linguistics, psycholinguis-
tics, methodology, and the improvement of language laboratories have led to.a
widespread acceptance of the audio-lingdalmethsod. The various aspects of
this teaching methO4 may be summarized as follows:

1. Spoken form before. written form: The primary form of
language as_a Means4 communication is.spoken rather. than.-
written. Reading and writing pose different. probleMs Ands
are deferred until some proficie'ncy in oral -aural skills
has bgen acquired-by the student.

2. Contrastive analysis:. materials are based on the
result of contrastive analysis 'between the native'languAge
of the student and the target language. EMphasis in teaching
the target language is placed on the areas of interference
from-the native language.

3. Dialogues:. A series of dialogues with situational topics
is presented to the student, for mimicry and memorization.

: They contain important cultural and linguistic items which
will form the core of many learning exercises.

4. Pattern drills: Learning of the basic language structure
is achieved by means of various structural drills.. They
guide the student from language.manipulation to free
cOmmunication.in the target:. language'. ..

14 .3



Limited vocabulary: In the initial stages, vocabulary:"
sufficient to manipulate the basic language patterns is
utilized in order to encourage the mastery of structural:
items.

Underlying the audio-lingual method is the notion that learning a language
means'the acquisition d' four fundamental skills involved in communication:
listening, speaking, reading, and writing. In the audio-lingual method, theprimary form of communication is:spoken language; hence, the essential skills
of listening comprehension and speaking are taught first. The student learns_the sound syste$ and the structure: of Japanese in addition to new vocabularyitemS. One also learns cultural meanings of the language as manifested in itsvocabulary and structure. Since audio-lingualism is used extensively\through-
out the present instructional materials, ample opportunities are provided.for
developing the listening and speaking skills, even after the introduction of
reading and writing.

Throughout the following discussibn of teaChing,techniques, the emphasiswill be placed on the student's learning problems. It should always be bornein mind that the student's native language habits 'transfer positively or,nega-tively,to the target language- Where there-are obvious similarities in-sounds, .structure, or vocabulary, onkprobably will experience little difficulty inlearning them. On the other hand, negative transfer may show up'as interferences
arising froiddifferences betweenthe two languages. The linguistically-oriented
texts stress all points where English and Japanese differ fr6m each other and-
offer numerous drills which are designed to minimize interferences. Needless
to say, the teacher who is familiar with elementary linguistic 'concept's involved
in contrastive analySis will-be able to offer immense'help to the students in
overcoming many language-learning problems.-

TEACHING THE SOUND SYSTEM

Listening Comprehension and Speaking

In order:to understand a foreign language, students must be ablet.O.
recognize all'the,signaling elements of the language in normal communication
situations. They mustbe able to. recognize sound patterns (such as the voWelS',

,consonants, rhythm, pitch, and stress), grammatical patterns usethih
generating various utterances, vocabulary used, in daily activities, and; ulti
mately, regional, social, and individual variations. These skills, require a
long time to develop.

The first step in listening comprehension.begihs With.a series of, short
situational dialogues. We should always make sure that our studentS understand
the meaning of what they are liSteningto.: We'shoUld not underestimate the .

difficulties they encounter in acquiring good listening comprehension, which
involves the mastery of not only 'the basit sound system'but als6.the important
structural and lexical items. 'It: order to increase listening comprehension.-
and speaking ability,. the dialogue is followed by .a series of drills adapted to
suit topics that are expanded from the initial situation.' For,the first few
levels of instruction, extensive graded materials, rather than

'
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ungtaded materials(Such,as raaio pro rams, movies; and stories) arepresented: Listening

.Comprehension, like reading comprehension, ncreases as the student becomes more

familiar with the langdage.. Ungraded Oultutal materials can provide a most enjoy,
,able activity, :when 'the student has reached an advancedleliel of .proficiency.

. .

.

... The aspects of.langUagethat.
.

the.student-Mpst master For listening compre-
'honsion:are the.same as-forthe acquisition of speaking ability.- We. can safel? $

assume- hat in normal situations the student can ptOceed to. speak only when he/she
has learped:to understand whatone hears. 'Good pronunciatiOn is expected from
the'beginning and enough drills are provided to insureihat good habits
ard--acqUire0 initially. As I'm the teaching of listening coMptehenSion, speaking
begins, with a short, initial dialogue to be recited and re-enacted until it iS
thedorizO. Special pronunciation drills are also given for the-difficult sound .`'.::

*.features. After reaSonable fluency has been acquired, structural drills with''
:additional-vocabulary are.presented to enable the student to learn the

.

. .-

Rgrammatical patterns: Guided conversation dn:the form of chain drills and eX-
pandedquestion7answerdrills encourages One'to generate one's ,own utterances and
strive toward ftee.expression.

, .Y
... :

.

.

NeedlesstO say;In the early stages of language instruction when thestu
dents' knowledge of thq structure and vocabulary.is fairly limited, the teacher .

plays -and important role in encouraging theato speak up in the target language

: The teacher should be aware of the:problemS:whichsthe English-speaking student

Will.encOuntei in learning Japanese and be equipped' with various techniques
applicable to the solution of-such problems:. One should describe sounds accu-

rately in terms of: their articulation, avoiding vague, impressionistic terms. The

teacher should not:becohtent to have the students repeat and imitate his of her

pronunciation: When comthon errors arOdetected,the'teather shouldjoIntoutthe nature

of such errors and give brief auditory discriMinatiOn or pronunciation exer-:
,

.

cises: 'Above all,. the class must be conducted as muCh in'JapaneieHas posSible ,

to provide ample opportunity for students to hear and speak the language.

Inevitably thete will be some students who are not comfortable speaking.

in Japanese: The teacher needs to. give them. riot only Proper encouragement but

.
als6 exercises in pronunciationStructure, vocabulary, and listening compre-
.hensionAintil they gain self-confidence.

.
.. 1., .

. .

It is obviously impossible within the present manual to give a detailed

compatison of English and Japanese sound systems and list' all possible cases

of interfetence. As in the treatment of grammatical-and lexical problems that

follows; only'the.most-,iMportant areas of contrast will-bp discussed with ap
...

outline of-remedial. exertises:.

Vowels

Languages colitist of speech sounds ,called phones. AlthougN the human vocal

apparatus is capable of producing an almost infinite variety'of phones, the ac-

tual number of sounds utilifed by any language is fairly limited The sthalltst

unit of sounds which distinguishes one word from another is usually called'a

phoneme. Since phonemes serve to differentiate words, they are'identified by

contrasting .a pair of words which are alike in all but one. Sound feature. Mini-

, 'mal pairs such as met and mat, lick and luck, pi.t and pet identify the vowel

soundsin these-words as phonemes.' Phonemes are 'represented by the appropriate

phonetic symbols surrounded by slanted bars /1.



1. Description of Vowels

Even though it is customary to.speak of Jalpanegt sounds as vowels and con- -
sonant + vowel syllables, we shall discuss the essential' sounds of Japanese in
terms of separate vowels and consonants. This treatment will permit us to list
and group consonants in terms of their phonetic as well as phonemic character-
istics.

Vowels areusually described according to three criteria: the height of
the tongue, the.lip formation, and the area of the oral cavity where the sound
is produced. The height of the tongue in relation.to.the roof or the,palate of
the mouth'can be high or low with several intermediate gradations. The vowels
in words like bit and book are high vowels while those in bat and bought are
low vowels. The vowels in bit, bet, and bat are called front vowels because
they are produced toward the front of the mouth, while those in book, boat,
and bought are back vowels The vowels in food, foe, and fought are pronounced
with rounded lips whereas those in feet, fate, and fat are produced with lips
unrounded. The five vowels in Japanese are briefly contrasted below with simi-
lar-sounding English vowels:

This sound is a high, tense vowel produced with the
tongue raised as high as possible against the palate.
The tongue position is higher in Japanese than that
in,thevowel of English bit, lit, sit. It does
not have an upglide like the vowel in bee, key, sea.

/e/ This sound is higher than the English vowel in met,
set, be. It is not accompanied by an upglide as
in the vowel of may, say, bay.

This vowel Ysembles the first vowel in father but
is higher and produced with more, tense muscles.:

4.1./ This sound higher, and produced with more tense
'musdles, than the vowel in book,full, pull. It
has nd.upglide sound and the.lips are not rounded
as fully as in bobt,, food; pool.

This sound is. higher and less . lax than, the vowel in
bought, fou ht, sought. -It is not a diphthong and
the lip ar not rounded,aS fully as in the vowel of
boat, foe, Slow.

We should. note that English has no.exact counterparts of the Japanese
vowels. rn substituting English vowels for Japanese vowels, the student dis-
torts pronunciation to such.an extent that one's speech becomes incomprehensible
and distractS the listener's attention from the content of what he or she is saying.
The .tubstitution of the English_/I/ of bit for the Japanese/i/, for example,
*ill often neutralize the contrast, between /i/ and /e/ in words and expressions
laei-ker-kol7koe, saki-sake; ikimasu-ikemasu, tobimashiia-tobemashita. The
substitution of the English 'diphthongs /iy/, /uw/, /ey/, /ow/ for /i/, /u/, /e/,
/o/ Will often result in heavy.stress placed on some syllables.+4In some cases
the resultant pronunciation is §imply outlandish, as in saying towkalit for
okashi, /suWgi/ forsushi, /tabeymasu/ for tabemasu, and.SO on. More serious



are the cases where the vowel is stressed and lengthened so much that the con

trast in the syllabic length of the vowel in words like oku-ooku, kita-kiita,

ojisan-ojiisan, tori-torii, is lost. There are other vowel distortions but

many are causedlby the substitution of English rhythmic patterns and will be

discussed under Rhythm and Pitch-Accent.

In teaching JaPanese sounds;, we should first describe the sound briefly4n

terms of its articulatory feature's, next compare it with.:,similar-sounding English °.

sounds and point out the diffeTenCes, then present some auditory discrimination

drills, and finally give pronundiation drills. The simplest form of auditory

discriMination_drill consists of gTopps of words, each group.containing three,,or,

four-words. One of the words will be different from the others and the students

are to indicate which word was different by saying or writing a number corres- ,

ponding to it. Thus.; if the teacher says ikimasen ikema.sen-ikimasen-ikimasen,

the answer is 2 becatise the second word was different from the others. If he or'she

says ojisan-ojisan-ojiisan-ojisan, the answer is 3. Instead of'three or four

words, only two may be given. In such a case the student indicates whether the

two words,are the same or different. An auditory discrimination exercise is

valuable not only for training students in listening comprehension but also for

teaching them correct pronunciation.

. Voiceless Vowels.

The high vowels /i/ and /u/ in Tokyo dialect often become voiceless or.

i"whispered" when they are found n low pitch.syllablespreCeded and/or followed

by voiceless consonants like /p /, /t/, /k/, /s/, /h/. These vowels, unaccomalL4,

panied by the usual strong vibration of the vocal cords (voicing), sound liken

fricative consonant as the /h/ of English house, or they may not even be pro-

nounced at all. 'In slow., careful or formal speech,this phenomenon rarely takes

place,while in a mbre rapid, informal speech it ocdurs regularly. The teacher

should speak Japanese as naturally as possible without an artifical retention of

the high vowels where they normally become voiceless. Contrast between voiced

and voiceless vowels must be taught using words like shita-sh(/)ta, kisha-k(I)sha,

chikai- ch(J)kai, tsukaremashita-ts(A)karemash(/)ta, and.hutsuu-h(0)tsuu.

Consonants

A phoneme may consist of varianti,'or allophones, occurring in a certain

fixed phonetic environment. The allophones are represented by the appropriate,

phonetic symbols enclosed in brackets [ J. For instance, the phoneme /p/ in

English is made up of three allophbnes which we may transcribe as [p'], [p],

and [p-]. The first allophone [p'] occurs in word-initial position and is

accompanied by a puff of breath called aspiration, as in'pin,-pai.t, pool. The

second allophone [p] has nearly no aspiration and occurs after s/ in word-ini-

tial position, as in spin, spat, spool. The third allophOne [p-] is a plosive

sound that is not completely released and occurs typically in word-final position

such as sip, soup, nap.

The Japanese consonant'phondigs are listed below with their most important

'4 _llophones. Among these phonemes, those which are most likely to presentproblems

to English-speaking students are /t!, /h/, /r/, In'/, thedouble consonants, and`

iohe'palatalized consonants. Terms such as plosives, fricatives, nasals, and flaps
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refer. to the general Manner in which the phonemes are produced.

. PlosiVes

/p/ a d /k/
44 5

These consonants are produced in a way similar to their English
counterparts, but. Ipve markedly less aspiration than in English.

/b/ and 7g/ ,

These voiced counterparts of /p/ and /k/ are pronounced in a
manner quite similar to the English /b/ and /g/. The Japanese
sounds, however, are more fully voiced throughout"their artic-
ulation than the English sounds.

In English, a voiced consonant in word-initial position often
begins without the vibration of the vocal cords1,(voicing) whereas
in Japanese, all voiced consonants are produced with voicing during

° the entire articulation of the consonant.

/t/

It should. also be noted that /g/ihas two allophones of importance-
in CultiVated.Tokyo. dialect, represented by-the phonetic symbols
[g.] and [N. The latter, d'velar nasal consonant similar to the 't
final sound in English sing, ring, king, does not occur in English
in syllable,initial position. But.there.dre many Tokyo dialect
speakers who alternate'freely between fg] and 0] or Use [g] in
all positions, Learning.to produce [I)] between vowels Or in in-
tervocalic. position is desirable but.by no megns.abSolutely neces-
sary.. Students should learn, however, to recognize this sound.
when it oacurs.and'distinguish between it and another nasal sound.
like [n].

V
The phoneme /t/ consists of three allophones, [t], [c], and [9].
Th2se allophones are closely approximated bythe initial consonant
inwEnglish tip, chip; and the final consonant sound in cats. Even
though our students can .produce "these Japanese allophones "quite
well in isolation, they will have difficulty because the manners
in which these'sounds are distributed are quite different in the
two languages.

The allophone [cV] occurs before gi/ and is quite similar to its
English counterpart, but it is pronounced further forward (postdental)
than in English. In initial stages of instruction, students will
ofte* substitute [t] for [g] in loan words from EngliSh such as
tiktto for chiketto, tippu for chippu, and_ sutiimu for suchiimu.

This difficulty disappears when they have learned the allophonic
.!;distribution'of [n in Japanese.

0. The allopheme [9] occurs before fuf. Since this sound never occurs
in English in syllable-initial position, the student will have
difficulty in distinguishing between it and another phonetically
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similar sound [s] both in auditory discrimination and pronunciation.-
Minimal pairs like.tsuki-suki, tsuzuki-Suzuki, tsuna-suna,.tsumu-sumu,
and tsugi-sugi should be used in .drilling.

The allophone [t] which occurs before /e/, /a/, /o/ is different from
its English equivalent in that it is produced postdentally, i.e., with
the tip of the tongue lightly placed against the back of the upper
teeth rather than at th alveolar ridge as in English,-And it is
accompanied by very :le aspiration. -tog'

The phoneme /d/ has two allophones. The sound [d] occurs before
/a/, /e/, /o/ and its articulation is similar to its English
counterpart except that it is more fully voiced alp is produced
postdenthlly. Before /i/ the allophone used is [y] or. [z], as in
the final consonant sounds of English lodge and rouge,,depending on the
individual, speaker or the style of discourse. Before /u/ it is
eit4r [a] or [z] as in the final consonant sounds of English^suds
and fizz': The sounds [i] and [z], unlike their voiceless counter-
parts IO and [s], do not contrast phonemically in modern Japanese.

2. Fricatives

/s/ and /z/

lc

The phoneme./s/ consists of allophones [s] and [s], the former

occurring before /i/ and the latter elsewhere. Both sounds have
their counterparts in English but they are produced further forward
than in English.

The p oneme /z/ consists of [j] and [z] distributed in :a manner
simil r to /s/. In some people's speech [j] and [z] are in frte

vari ion before /i/. Again, the articulation of these sounds is
furt er forward in the oral cavity than that of the. English counter-
part , and they are fully voiced.

/h/

The consonant /h/ is produced either as a glottal fricative or
velar'friCative before /e/, /a/, /o/.. It. is quite similar to the

glotfal fricative /h/ of English. Before /u/ it is pronounced.oft&C
as'a bilabial fricative, i.e., by bringing the two lips together and

blowing air betWeen them. It is, transcribed [t]. Since this sound

does not exist in English, the student often substitutes the English
/f/ for it. OUr system of romanization utilizing f for [0] encourages

this tendency even more. The important role of the lips in the'pro-

duction of the Sound should bepointed'out.

/h/ before /i/. iS a velar fricative consonant, pronounded somewhat
like the initial consonant in English huge blit accompanied by more

friction. In English, /h/ before a high frOntNowel as in he and
hit tends to drop out, as in Will'(h)e-speak? and Did she (h)it you?
InZapanese, the Syllables /hi/ and /i/differentiate anumber of words

and must always be clearly distinguished.
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. Nasals

/m/ and In/

4, Flap

/r/

.44

Both consonants are similar to English /m/ and /n/, except that
they are more fully voiced, and the Japanese /n/ is produced
postdentally.

. This sound is:a flap sound produced by a rapid tapping of the
alveolar ridge.or the hard palate with the tip of thetongue.
In American English,'ihesound is usually pronoUnced as a
retroflex, with the tip of tongue.curled backward toward
the palate and with slight lip rounding. It s considered. a
semi-vowel or semi- consonant while the Japanep'e:r is a conso-
nant.- Although English haS no exact counterpart of this
Japanese. consonant, the intervocallic [) in Betty,'Water,
letter, matter, In rapid speech is quite similar in: articulation.
The main difference is inthe area of the tongue that. is in
brief contact with the upper articulater.

Three typeS of contrastive drills.should be given for the
Japanese //Y.,' First, Japanese words,_ proriounced in twO ways
using the pr-dc /r/ -and then ,substituing the English r, are
presented. Students will have little difficulty in pe7Ceiying
the difference. Then these words should be pronounced again,.

. once correctly and then using the English 4j.for the Japanese
Ir/.. Finally, contrast between the Japanese /d/ and /r/ should.
be drilledusirig 'Words such as kudoi-kuroi, tada-tara,.hidoi7hIroi,
muda-mura, and sode -sore.

Semi-vowels

The two semi-vowels in Japanese, /w/ and /y/, are similar to their
English counterparts except that they are more fully voiced. /w/
occurs only before /a/,and /11/0 /o/.

6. Palatalized Consonants

In addition to 06.consonantskbriefly described above, Japanese
has twelve palatalized consonants. The principal difference
between a palatgOzed and a non-palatalizedconsonant is that
the former is prOduced with a simultaneous raising of the middle
of the tongue,apinst the hard palate, a. process called "palatal-
ization." PalAtalization occurs with consonants /p/, /t/, /k/,
/b/, /g/, /s/,/t/, /h/, /m/, /n/,.arid /r/, before the vowels
/a/, /u/, /0/., Note that it, also occurs regularly with the con
sonants /t/ and /s/ before the vowel /i/ so that these consonants
are realized as [C] and En.
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It is important-to. point out that -.the palatalized consonant is

pionounced As briefly as its ion- palatalized counterpart; It.

is. quite common for the English-speaking student to Separate
the consonantand the palatal'element,'pronouncing ryokan as
riyokan, hyaku as hiyaku,- okyaku as okiyakil, etc; In-:order to

teach th% palatalized consonants, the difference.between the
palatalizecPand:non-palatalized 'consonants should becontrasted,
as in roo-ryoo, kiku-kaku-kyakuriku-raku-ryaku, saku-shaku,:
kooesu0o-kypotSuu,.and so forth.. The distinction between the.
palatalized consonant + vowel and the non-palatalized consonant 71-

+ /yr+ vowel,.aS in ryoo - riyoo, juu-jiyuu, myoo-miycio, .

shoo-shiYoo, shuu-shiyuu, kyclo-kiyoo must be taught along with
practice in syllable-timed rhythm.

7 Double Consonants

The consonants /p/, /t/, /k/, /s/ without a vowel can occut as
a full syllable in conjunction with another syllable beginning
with similar:-soUhds. Called "syllabicy "long," or "double'.'
consonants, they:4sually occur Medially, 1.e., within words, as
a result of assimilation, A,.process whereby two phonetically
different sounds become simflai- Or, identical when they are close
together.

In order to produce .a douhle consonant, the ariiculatots are.
brought into the position to-produce:the first element of the
double consonant. This position is held for.a full syllable
beat, and the articulatots are released only after the conSo.-:
nant of the, following syllable has been produced.. It is impor-
tant to point out to the student the syllabic nature of the
first element of the'double-consonant. It can'.be taught by

comparing words containing a double consonant with others with -
out it but having the same numbet of syllableslikejcattakashita,
ikka-itsuka, shitta-shiteta; and hasuppa-hasunoha. Contrast
between a double.consonant and a -g-in--consonantcan be taught
by using wOrdi like gaka-gakka, ita-itta, iso-isso, mate - matte, and
shikaku-shikkaku, where the ones containing a double consonant,
have an extra syllabic beat as compared to-those without it;

. The "Syllabic" In /

The syllabic In'/ romanized as n' inour text except when
comes at the end of a word or a phrase, constitutes a.
syllable. without a supporting vowel. There are. basically

. four allophones, distributed .as follows:

[m] before bilabial consonants /m/, /p/ /b/ as in sem'mu,

kem'poo, and bim'boo. :

.[14] before velar Consonants./k/ and /g/ as in ken'koo and

0 ren'ga. Note that /g/ is realized as in Tokyo dialect.

[n] as a uvular nasal befOre'a vowel or before consonants /s/,
/h/ and semiconsonants /w/ and /y/. The tongue is raised
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toward the palate without tou i t and the air is
released through the nasal pa age, in ten'in, hon'Ya,
han'sha, den'wa.

[n] a postdental nasal sound, occurring elsewhere.

The syllabic /n'/ is one of 'the most difficult problems for the
speakers of English. In teaohing the syllabic n, pairs of words
contrasted by the presence or absence of the syllabic 'n with the'
resultant difference in the number of syllables.are used:
ama-am'ma, tana-tan'nd, ko o7kon'go, kinen-kin'en, ani-an'i,"
oni-on'i, etc.

Rhythm

Rhythm is an important aspect Of-Japanese pronunciation, and incorrectly %.

rendered rhythm will often make an utterance incomprehenSible English is
frequently.called a stress=timedlanguage. An EnglishAitterance is usually
broken up intO_a series of-strong andweak Stresses. The succession of heavy
and light or strong and weak stresses cause some vowels in unstressed positions
to become shortened, blurred, orin very-rapid speech, to drop mit. altogether;
Compare, for example, the pronunciation:Of words like behAfit vciv/lize, b$lieve,
pres/dent, Attack in slow, careful*Seech with rapid, informar speech. 'Note
also what happens to the initial vowel of atom, politics.sbotany,_Ann, when it
is unstressed as in atomic, political, botanical, Annette.

Japanese, on the contrary, is a.syllable-timed language. .Its,utterances. .

are broken up into a series of syllables rather than itresses, and each syllable
is pronounced more or less_with equal.dUration. This.gives.the impression to
the English speaker that.,Japapese talk in' a staccato rhythm, jike "machine - gun."

In learning liitening comprehension, it is imperative that the student gets
accustomed to the syllable-timed speech pattern of Japanese. In learning.to
speakOnemust not pronounce Japanese word's with heavy English stresses because
this. will distort the basic rhythmic pattern' while causing some of.the vowelS
td:become indistinct. One of the first tasks of the teacher;therefore, is to
train the student to learn the syllable-timed rhythM.

The teacher should briefly explain the regular and even syllabic rhythm of
Japanese and illustrate it.with examples. Fairly common proper. nouns such as
Yokohama, Nagasaki, Hiroshima, Nagoya, Yamamoto, anclACubota will suffice. One can
tap'with a pencil at an even.tempo and let the student pronounce each syllable,
with approximately the same duration. One should also explain that in Japanese-,
there are. as many 'syllables as there are vowelsieven when the vowels follow
each other:directly. WordS.like ao, aoi, ie, iie, oi; ooi should be contrasted
With other words having the same number; of syllables,such-as Yami, yaMada, ushi,
and ushiro.,

. Another impOrtant:differenOehetween English and.Japanese is in the syllabic
structure of the two languages: In English it is quite common for'spoken syllables
to end 1U :a consonant sound (called losed syllabification), as incit-y, an-i-mal,
cav-al-ry. In addition-, when. a group f words is pronounced, the so-called.word
boundary is usually kept as long as t e'speedvdoes not become too rapid. Japanese,
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on the contrary, tend,. to have open syllabification, i.e., most syllables end

with a vowel sound, and within a phrase word boundaries usually disappear.

Upon hearing 4 phrase like anohitokara, it is useless to pick out syllables

like nohi, toka, and attempt to-equate them with some words which the student

knows already. Listening comprehenSion must be based partly on structural
and lexical knowledge and partly on the mastery of the syllable-timed structure

of Japanese utterances.

Pitch-Accent

In Japanese some syllables sound more prominent than others. This prOmi-

:nenCe is due to the difference in relative, pitch of the syllables. There are

at.least.twO signifiCant levels of pitch, which may be termed high and low.

A. syllable with high pitch may or may not be accompanied.by-a slight stress

(Wthe'vowel... These pitch levels are only relative to each other contrasted

in words of, two or more syllables. Pitch level is phonemic tq the:extent that

...there exists a numbei.Ofminimal pairs contrasted only by the difference in

;pitch level. Note the.following examples:

lowJ14.o
c?

ki

'oyster' ka 'persimmon'

ma

'now' 'living room'

4

tsu

ha

kae

'broth' tsu

'chopsticks' 121L.

741

'to return' kae

'rainy season'

'bridge'

'to change'

AlthO4gh the functional load of pitch is fairly low in Japanese, we
shouldinsiSOzoththe very beginning that the student learn the'standard pitch

pattern. Piic114Aes problems to speakers of English because, at first glance,

it does not seem to follow any consistent pattern in many wogds. Furthermore,

it seems to vary even-within the same word depending on its,syntactic position

and on the different shades of meaning conveyed. There are also a. number of

words like boku.'I! and ookiku 'big' or'loud' which can be pronounced with a

high pitch on the initial syllable followed by syllables of low pitch, or else

low pitch followed by high pitch in the'remainder. In cases where this type of

alternative pitch patterns exist, the choice depends frequently on the relative

emphasis placed on the word in a given sentence, or one's preference of one

pattern over the other.

Monosyllabic words
definable only in terms

present another problem. Since pitch is relative and

of two or more sypables, it is impossible to tell



whether a particular monosyllabic word receives a-high or low pitCh except in
terms of phripes. For instance, the two words meaning 'leaves' and 'teeth'are
pronounced alike in isolation, but they receive different pitch levels when

-r----used n an utterance:

hi
ga kiiroi

ga kiiro.

'The teeth are yellow'

'The leaves are yelloW'.

Likewise, the two words meaning tree and 'spirit' are-pronounced ki in iso-
lation with no difference whatsoxer. .ThecOntrat-f-in pronunciation occurs only
in the .relative pitch level when these words combine with others:

ki 7

ga.chiisai

ga chiisa
ki i

'The tree is small'

. -

'He is shy (lit. has small spirit)'

One of the most commonly made errors by the English-speaking student is to
identify high pitch level-with strong stresses, since in English the part of a
wordror phrase receiving high pitch often has a strong stress. In addition the
student will often place the stres (primary or secondary) on the first syllable
in Japanese, following the common En ish patterns found in pretty, liberty,
'dictionary, kitchen equipment, and of ers.

Correct Incorrect

isha
g2j-

okyoo Tow

okyoosutee Tow sta

J1 Liam ---Ly_torkLALov

Moreover, the'student will often diphthongize the vowel, in the "stressed"
tyllatle, and thus cause the vowel to sound like a long vowel in Japanese.
Words-144e chizu-chiizu, seki-seeki, kogi-koogi become indistinct.

Another common error is to stress the penultimate syllable as in Spanish.
The results lengthening of the accented vowel makes it difficult for the
listener to istinguish between pairs of words such as obasan-obaasan, ojisan-
ojiisan. Not the following errors:

Correct

neda ne

Hi
shi

Incorrect

roshima
Hi

ino

121711=1



Fdrthermore,;the blurring in "unstressed" vowels causes pairs of words like

.okura-ookura, kita,- kiita, tabemasu-tobemas0 neru-niru, to sound almost i4en-:

tical. Pitch needs to be taught along with the syllabicrhythm:of.Japanesc, so
.that the student can dissociate high and mid pitCh withaccent:and'iow pitch with

weak accent.

Intonation

Intonation-may:be defined in many ways, but here it refers to the pitch and

speech "melody" that function to distinguish syntactical or emotional meanings.
In 'teaching JapaneSe we should emphasize the terminal contours marking the end
an utterance. ,Three terminal contours may be indicated for Japanese as rising (T),-.
.falling 60, and sustained The' rising intonation is used in questions, in-

quiry; or when calling someone's attention,- as in ikimasnka?, moshimoshi' and, .

anonee' Falling intonation characterizes the end of an utterance, as in ikimashita,
sumimasen, Nihon'go.o ben'kyoo shiteimasu. Sustained intonation denotes an unfin-

uttermceas in .sumimasenga..., and tokorode. For English speakers teatning

Japanese we should not expect too. much of .a problem in learning the general into
nation.patterns of the type described.

TEACHING GRAMMATICAL PATTERNS

In the discussion of teaching the sound system we noted that Our speech organs.,

tare capable of.producing a considerable.variety of sounds, even though:the actual

number of sounds utilized by the phonetic system of any language is comparatively

Small. A Similar:Statement may be made in regard to the grammar of a language.

A; sentence like We saw two beautiful paintings at his house can be varied-to almost

an infiniteAegree by. the replacement of words like we, two, beautiful, house, and

so on, with other appropriate. items. A sentence'like Jack bought a small dictionary

min the bookstore may seembutwardlydffferent from the one.given: yet they

share. essentially the same structure. The number of different sentences possible

in any language is indeed infinite., On the other hand, the number` of underlying.

Structures is fairly limited. One of the aims of, teaching a foreign language is

to enable the student. to,internalize all underlying structures Of the target'lan-

guage,and their transformations so thatonecan,understand spoken utterances as well.

as generate hiS or her own.

What, then, are the grammatical patterns of Japanese? They are thecOmbinations

of .various morphologiCal and syntactiC arrangement of 'linguistic forms which the.

native speakers of Japanese utilize in.communication. For 'example, an utterance

like.Watashi wa gakkoo e ikimashita is not .just aconcatenation of forms put to-
gether at:random,- If it is to be meaningful, theforms must be arranged.accord-

ing to sets of syntactic rules that are.Characteristic Of.Japanese. Other arrange-..

ments such as Watashi gakkoo wa e ikimashita, Watashi e gakkooikimashitamd,

1,3akkoo wa ikimashita e watashi, are not only:unacceptable to JapaneSt but mean-

i5ETEFF. Furthermore, if we examine ikimashita, we note that it is made up of

.three form's.. Each of these forms is a morpheme, a minimal unit of speech that has

a recogniiable Meaning of its "Own, Ikimashita consists ofiki. 'to go,' mashi

'formal style marker,' and to 'past tense marker.' .This kinaT6f arrangement is

alSo governed by a set of morphophonemic rules or sound cha\riges brought about by

the combination of certain morphemes, operating within the inflection ofall
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Japanese verbs. There are many problems in learning the-syntax and morphology
of any language, but frdm English to Japanese; where the two languages are not
of the same linguistic family, we find a greater number of problems than usual.-

Since, it is imBossible to describe all the grammatical patterns of Japanese
and compare them with English patterns in the limited scope of this malival, we
shall list a few examples of Japanese grammatical patterns which present many
learning problems to the speakers of English.

Syntactic Problems

English and-Japanese share certain' grammaticalsimilatitieg. For instance,
' both languages have general structural clusters like noun phrases and verb phrases.
The normal word order in both'ianguages'is'Subject + Verb.- But.there,arethree
basic predicate.patterns in Japanese: 'Verbs ike iku, itta, tabeyoo, etc.";. ad-
,jectives like takai, ii, ookii; and the so-calledToTunT-da and desu preceded'
by a noun. NoTeTEe prediFifF patterns with theNerb toliiin English and its
Japanese Counterpart.. ,

Hideo is there. Hideo wa.asoko ni iru.
Hideo is big.. HideO'wa.00kii.
Hideo is.quiet, Hideo wa shizuka Oa:
Hideo. is -a Student. Hideo wa gakusee dat..

These three predicate patterns in Japanese are further subdivided in terms
of what can or cannot precede them. The distinction between. such: categories as
the adjective and the cOpulajs at times quite difficult for the,Englishspeaking
student to make: Examine also the patterns contained in the following sentences:

.1

Hideo readS a hook. Hideo' ga hon o yomu.
HideocallsSuzue.. Hideo ga Suzue o yobu.
Hideo writes,a letter to Suzue. Hideo, ga Suzue ni tegami o kaku.
Hideo Sends flowers to Suzue. Hideo ga Suzue ni hana o okUru.

It is obvious from the first two examples that the word order in the two
languages is different, In English,,the pattern involved maybe summed up.as
Subject + (transitive),Verb + (direct.) Object, while in japanese it is Subject +
(direct)Object + (transitive)Verb. Both languagessharethecommon pattern
Subject + Predicatezbut the way in whicb, the preditate elements are strung to-
gether is very different. The first'ptoblem encountered by'the stuynt is the
mastery of the different kinds-of word order used in Japanese.

In tnglish, word order is a very important element of syntax A peir:af-
sentences like Hideo calls Suzue and Suzue calls Hideo has quite different.:
meanings, expressed by the position of the two words Hideo and Suzue in .the struc-
ture*. In contrast, this type of word. oTder ;is; not important in Japanese. Hided
ga Suzue o yobu and Suzueo Hideo ga yoptiexpress the same idea. The only au=
ference between the,two sentences lieS'imsthe emphasis. The first sentence is
an equivalent of HIDEO calls Suzue (implying no one else calls her), while the
second, is an equivalent of Hideo calls SUZUE (implying he dalls no one else).
In this case, Japanese usedted word or&r to place the word to be
stressed at the beginning of the sentence whereas English may,stressany.part



of the sentence without rearranging the original word order. _At any rate,

Japanese employs an entirely different device to signal the syntactic rela-

tionship of words, namely, the relationals or particles. These relationals,

then, give sentences like the following the same meaning, 'Hideo reads a book

to Suzue' (although with a slight difference in emphases):

Hideo
Hideo
Suzue
Suzue
Hon ,o

Hon o

ga Suzue ni hon o yonde ageru.
ga hon o Suzue ni yonde ageru.
ni Hideo ga bon o yonde ageru.
ni hon o Hideo ga yonde ageru.
Hideo ga Suzue ni yonde ageru.
Suiue ni Hideo ga yonde ageru.

Though limited in number, these relationals are essential grammatical ele-

ments of Japanese,and their use can be quite difficult and complex. The stUdent

will be often tempted to regard them as "postpositions" and equate them with

certain English prepositions insofar as meanings are 'concerned. But note, for

example, that the relational ni does not always correspond to the English prepo-

sition to in its function:

Hideo reads a book to Suzue.
Hideo goes to Yokohama.
Hideo speaks to Suzue.

Hideo ga Suzue:ni-hon o yonde yarn.
Hideo ga YokohaMd.e.iku.
Hideo ga Suzue to hanasu.

t Another set of learning...problems occur in the structure involving modifiers

I%both English and Japanese, adjectives may be used inthe,ndminative or predi-

cate position. Furthermore, they san act ai adverbs althOugh the use of adjec-

tO6 in this manner is considered "improper" or very informal in Ehilish. But

English adjectives must have O:verb like to be, to become,,ta look, to, seem,

in order to be used in the predicate, whereas Japanese adjectives already con-

tain. a verbal element in them:

That
Tfiat

That
That

/That

good book...
book is good.
book was good.
good book (pas
man sings good

Ano yoi hon.
Ano wa yoi.
Ano hoiiwa yokatta.

t). Ano yokatta hon.
(well). Ano hito wa yoku utau.

, -
Moreover, since all modifiers'mudt precede the modified noun or; verb, a

phrase like ,the man mho is in front or the man in front takes a veryodifferent

form in Japanese. '4Examine the noun modifiers in the following. sentences.:-

The man.-over there.
The non mho is there.
The man wild works there.'
The man who reads there.
The man who reads a book

Morphological Problems

.soko no hito..
:Asoko ni iru hito.
-Asoko de hataraku hito.
Asoko de yomu hito..

there. Asoko de hon .o yomu hitq..

Inflected words in Japanese such as verbs;. adjectives, and the copUla -douse:,

considerable difficulty to the'English-2speaking student. For instane6,;x:Veib



like kaku 'to write! is inflected as:follows:

kaku
kaita
kakoo
kakanai
kakimasu
kakeba
kake

'to write'

(past tense)
(volitive)
(negative)
(formal style)

(provisional)
(imperative)

The learning problems include, first of all, the so-called "morphophonemic"
,changes or the, whichchanges whi occur in the verb- kaku asVarious derivativeg'

ann inflectional endings are attaqied to it Secondly, the derivatives...present'
problems because they are also inflected with morphophonemic changes: Some are
inflected like verbs, such as mpu (formal style), sasei.0 (causative), reru,
rareru (passive, or denoting respect, ability,,etc.), and others are infected
`like adjectives, as tai (volitive), nai (ntgatie), rashii (conjectuial), ,.. Some

derivatives are Oefearve in that not all regularly IHETected forms_ are present.
In meaning arp14,44nction; the derivatives in,Japangse correspond to a wide Variety
of motthologiciVand syntactic forms in English:

kaku
kakaseru
kakareru,
kakaserareru
kakaretai
kakaseraretai
kakaseraretakunai
kakasertretakunakatta '
AkaSeraretakunakattarahii (he)

(he) Cites
(he) has someone, write
(he) is written about
(he) is :arced to write ,

(he) wants to be written about'
(he) wants to be forced, to write
(he) doesn't want to pri",korced to write'
(he) didn't want to. bOfpTced to .,write

didn't.seem to want *o, be fOrced
to write

In addition the verb morphology is further complicated by the formswhich
may be used independently in an utterance like a verb or combined with-one

atof the predicates to supplement the meaning of the predicate. For ex le, .y
.t.'P 0 verbs can be followed by -te iru, -te am, -te shimau, -te miru, -te ik ; ,te kuru,,

yooda, -sooda, etc. Learning thestoforts presents many difficulties.'

, , .7 V .

Structural Drills

7.,

If Japanese is to serve for communication, the student must acquire',
9Of new pgech habits. This is, ofcourse, easier said than dOne. The acq,
sition of,new speech habits means learning the phonetic system, the gr
and the vocabu=lary` to such ap extent that the:tudent is able to respin
mc.4-ically to various cues and then, finally, make o e's .own choi e,sot,*
In order to make such an activity possible, our. teaching method tbe fective
and our Materials constructed,t6 eliminate the learner's errors h ..as 'possible.

Carefully planned exercises need to be developed and presentedi deient num-
, .

ber to insure overlearning of structures and vocabulary.- tqzAlio ant our
students .to be,grammaf-conscious and assemble, words labori,. efy to Bate an
utterance. In order to minimize interferences from English;Altt4turAs., shoUld be
presenied from withimithe Japanese language and Consitie'red necesSari. Gr

.tical explanations should be explicit but reduced:to-a minimum and phonol' should
be made an integral pact of all exercises.

,
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It is obvious thatthe.traditional-lrammar7translation method or the

g5opular,direct method cannot; eaSily:.offetArills which fulfill all. the reqUirp-.

tents .outline&above. In the audio - lingual approach; grammatical structures
have.beenmoSt-bffectitely'taUght.by means orpattern practice. Indeed; - ..pattern:

practiCe has been the core of audid-lingual techniquesin modern language claSses.
Needless to say, we must be aware of the fdct that if-has its own limitations
For example, in...overemphasiting the ManipulatiOn of'linguisticfOrMs,:themeaPing.
Of,the utterance's may be neglected.: Our'stUdontSare noOlaChineS,:that-ripeat::
or manipulate patternswithout.any intelligence They

49 know the content ofythe forms they are praqiCing.

When a new-structure is introduced, the grammatical notes in the textbook
usually suffice .as, far as,the students are concerned. But kf they do not

seqm Addstiate. for a particulir:class, the teacher should always be prepared to, -e

.ident?..fy:the structural point inquestion and give approPriate.explanations--.Fdr.older. stugents, this phase, _of .language teaching is quite important. For

younger students, grammatical.statements may not be as necessary. At any rate,

adequate -but not excessiveexplanations after a repetition drill and before
mote,sophisticated drills, can htlp.t4,student learn_the.new structure more
quickly 'Visual diagramming of-strucfUral pointg aS ;Used in our textbooks is

more:efkective than lengthyverbal explanat.iOni.: The.tbacher should describe
whatthestudents have done: and will continue to do:in a series of,exercses
rather than prescribe seemingly, a.priori rules%concerning what theymust or
must not do.

: There are many typeg of pattern drills in use ,;today.-, Some teacherg claim
,

that there are over forty different types while.othets insist-that there are -

no more than four or five basic ones.. Everything.depenas, of course, on.tale

manner in which drills are constructed and given.to:.students. We shall discuss

here five 'basic types of structural drills and theirNiriations which occur'.` ,

most'frequentiY.in Our textbooks.

1. Repetition Drill 1
The first series of drills after the initial dialogue is ,repetition,dri4s,

They focus on the new structilies, vocabulary items, idiomatic expressions, and'

specific pronunciatIon.prOblemg presented'in the dialogue. A brief_grammatical

1/4,
explanation following each 'iepetition dri;11 will increase the student'S,under7

standing of the new structure., In a repetition drill, the teacher models the

pattern'and students repeat each sentence. as soon as the teacher has said it:

Teacher Student(s)

Gohan.6.tabemashoo. Gohan o tabemashoo
Mizu onOmiMashoo. . Mizuo nomimashoO,:±
etc.

Expansion Drill

.This drill involves the addition of a word or a phrase in the proper posi$ion

in an utterance. It can be used most, effectively in teaching the word.'.-order f -

dialogue sentences and in increasing speaking fluency. The teacher gives the

basic sentence and then the word.dr phrases to,be added to it As theie eleMents

are attached one after the-other,.the original sentence becomes progressively longer:
: . .

. .



Teacher Student(s)
A

4,

Ikimasu. Ikimasu.
Taroosan Taroosan to ikimasu. ,

gakkdo e Taroosan to gakkoo .e ikimasu.
ashita _Ashita Taroosan to gakkoo -e ikibasu.
%etc

I

Substitution Drill

This,type of drill is most frequently used in pattern practice. Although
it;may appear in different forms, it involves essentially the substitution by
students of'one word or element of the-basic sentence with another without

'.'changing the rest of the sentence. To'begin the drill, the teacher gives the
model,sentence and the students repeat it., Then he or she says a word or a phrase.to
be*bstituted in a certain,slot in the model sentence and the students make a /,

flew sentence. with the substitution item properly inserted in its place: '

Teacher

Kinooumi e ikimashita.
yama
gakkoo
etc.

Student(s)*

Kinoo umi e ikimashita.
Kinoo yama e ikimashita.
Kinoo gakkoo e ikimashita.

4he pitfall of this kind of,substitution Drill (often called Single-Slot,
or Single Substitution Drill) is that the operation can beCome so-automatic
that students nay begin-to form' sentences, without knowing the Aping of the cue
words or the, entire *sentence. USed with caution, however, it calirbe a very effec-
tive exercise in teaching a new structure. It is Fossilde to have two or more
slots in a substituti;_n drill. When there are several slots. the drill is often

''Called a Multiple-Suit ,7.Moving-Slot, or .Complex Substitution Drill. The following
1.examples'Show two-slo*and threevslot substitution drills:

Teacher' Student(s)

Kinoo xama e ikimashita.. Kinob..:yama.e ikimpshita.
kesa Kesa yama e ikimashita.
gakkoo esargakkoo ikimashita.
ptotoi ; Ototoi',gakkoo e ikimashita.

.0" .k700 Kyoo gakkoo e
etc. t -4

These dri is re'Auch more-sophisticated than singl*,slot substitutions
since the stud t must always remember the preceding sentence and determine the
proper slot to take the 'dorrect substitution:.'-Moreover, if the cue words are
not given in a set order as in the example above (slot 1, slot 2, slot 3; slot 1,
slot 2, slot 3, etc.), students will,have to pay.c161er attention, to each cue in
order-to place it in the right slot..''Akthough it'is possible to create more than
three slots in a substitution drill, additionalisfots will probably add little to
the effectiveness of the drill.

It is also possible ta call for the:modification-of the cue word before it
is inserted in the proper place =in the model sentence, or the modification of a
part of the sentence itself is the ,cue word is sed in it. This kind of .drill

.



called a ,Subst,itution-Correlation

Teacher

Hideo'wa.mizu o
kao o aralmasu
kippu otkaimasu
benkyoo 'o shimasu
ha o migakimasu
etc.

nonde imasu.

Transformation Drill

Student(s)

Hideo wa.Mizu o nonde imasu.
Hideo wa kao o aratte imasu.
Hideo Wa kippu o katte imasu.
Hideo wa benkyoo o shite. imasu.
Hideo wa ha o migaite imasu.

.

Transformation drills involve the performance o an identical operation on

a series of structurally Adentical,or similar sentences. It is frequently used

and is highly effective in .both.feitching and testing the control over many struca
tural points. :In .a simpWform,'aSeries oftsentences may be transformed from
the affirmative to thneative, from the present to the past, from-the declarative
to the negatiire, from thepresent to the past, from the declarative to the inter-

rogative, from the active'voice to the passive voice, and so forth.' More complex
forms call for two or more of such`operations toQbe done simultaneously. The

following drill involves two operationi, transformation from the'present
past and from the affirmative to the negative:

Student(s)Teacher

yoo gakkoo e
Kinoo:gak100

ikimasu.
e ikimasen;dihita. Kyoo gakkoo e ikimasu.

Kinoq gakkoo e ikimasen deshita.
Kinoo-eega e ikimasen deshita.
Kinoo tegami .pOcakimasen deshita.
Kinoo-tuika o tabemasen deshita. -`
Kinoo benkyoo o shimasen deshita.
Kinoo zasshi o yomimasen deshita.

Kyoo eega e ikimasu.
Kyoo tegami o kakimasu.
Kyoo suika o. tabemasu.
Kyoo benkyoo .0
Kyoo zasshi o yomimasu. .

, etc. . .

to the

The transformationof the type shown abOire can be madified.in many ways

For example,: the. teacher may ask the students to complete sentences according

to a model. This kind of exercise is called a Completion Drill:

Teacher.

Kyoo wa gakkoo e ikimasu ga
kinoo wa ikimasen deshita.

Kyoo wa ocha:.anomimasu ga

Kyoo wa tegami o kakimasu

Kyoo wa tenisul, shimasu ga

Kyt:o wa suika o tabemas6 ga

"etO.0i-

.4f
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Student (s)

Kyoo wa gakkod'e ikimasu ga
wa ikimasen deshita.

Kyoo wa ocha o nomimasu ga
kinoo wa nomimasen deshita.
Kyoo Wategami o kakimasu ga
kinoo wa kakimaseirdeshita.
Kyoo wa tenisu o shimasu ga
kinoo wa shimasen deshita.
Kyoo wa suika o tabemasu ga
kinoo wa tabemasen deshita.



very popular,variation of the.transformation drill involves questions
and'answers-. Called Response or .Cued-Res popse Drill, it offers more interest
to students because itclosely approximates'the real-life give-and-take of ,

natural speech:

Teachet.

Kinoo gakkooeikimashita ka?
Kesa ocha o nomimashita ka?
'Yuubeeega o mimashita ka?
Ototai tenisd o shimashita ka?
Kesa tegami o kakimashita ka?
etc.

Student(s)

Iie, ikimasen deshita.
Iie, nomimasen deshita.
Iie, mimasen deshita.
Iie, shimasen deshita.
Iie, kakimasen deshita.

Another variation of the transformation, drill is called a Restatement Drill.
The teacher tells a student to bay something to the neighbor.; or tells him or her
to ask a question. When several students are involved in'order to complete a
full cycle of questions and responses, the called a Chain Drill. Chain
drills are most effective in changing the tempo of class drills, most of which
are done in choral or individual response with little. interaction among students
themselves:

Teacher Student

Taroosan ni tatsuyoo ni -Taroosan, tatte kudasai.
ittee kudatai.

Jiroosan ni koko e kuru-
yoo ni itte kudasai. , Jiroosan, asoko e itte kudasai.

Suzuesan ni suwaruyoo ni
itte kudasai.
Izumisan ni te o ageru-
yoo ni itte kudasai.

etc.

Recombination Drill, which requires the student to combine two or more
separate sentences into one, is also a kind of transformation drill. Itis
often used to teach larger syntactic units:

Suzuesan, suwatte kudasai.

Izomisan, to o agete kudasai.

Teacher

Gakkoo e ikimashita. Sorekara
benkyoo shimashita.

Terebi o mimashita. ,Sorekara
nemashita.
Gohan otabemashita. Sorekara
dekakemashita.

Benkyoo o shimashita.
asobimashita.

etc.

Translation Drill.

Ddring the early years of audio-lingual teaching, translation of any kind
was consciously avoided as'a drilling device. It was considered an,invitation

Student(s)

Gakkoo e ittekara
benkyoo shimashita.
Terebi o mitekara
nemashita.
Gohan .o tabetekara
dekakemashita.

Sorekara Benkyoo o shitekara
asobimashita
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for students to think in English and then translate into Japanese, thus causing
problems of interference. It was also considered a testing rather than a
learning device which tended to punish-students for the kind .of errors that'
Were a:natural product of the grammar7translation method. But translation is
a fairly common activity in any culture and can'be of great value if.it is '

used properly in the course of language instruction. It can-serve to distinguish
between. English andJapanese when structures:are.radically different:. For example,
stress .as a syntaCtic device in English contrasts to.lexical distinction in
Japanese:

JAPANESE teacher Nihongo no sensee '

Japanese TEACHER Nihon(jin) no sensee

In this case comparison of the two languages elucidates the point and is,
therefore, a validArill.. Likewise, English may be used as cue words in sub-
stitution drills if vocabulary items are to be checked.. In all cases, hOwever,
translation drills should be grouped according to structural similarities like
all other pattern drills and should not be geared to train students in highly
literaryor technical translations.

. Construction of Pattern Drills

If efficientlrhandled, More'than twenty drill's can be handled within thirty

minutes of class time This means that the teacher not only will have enough
time to'engage one's class in otAr activities, but alsO-willprobably run out
of exercises to give: this point one is faced with at-least two alternatives:
keepApeating more difficult drills*.altil. all the students can master them, or
construct .Additional drills of one's own. The former has some advantages, of
courSei in.that the class can:always ,benefitlfrom the repetition of.certain drills

inOrder.to increase understanding of the underlying structure and:gain more
Confidence in handling it. On the other hand, repeated use of the same drills

can .become extremely tedious and ineffective.. If, howeVer.,,,the teacher constructs

the additionaldrills, they will bring more variety to classroom exercises and .

students will gain valuable experience:aS well as-insight into the problems
of:presenting new. structures; Besides, we should all bear:in-Mind that

not all drills found in. any text', book are alWays effective or well-constructed.

There are inevitably some exercises which do,not seem to.suit'the proficiency or
interest of a particular. class. Theteacher should-be:encouraged,to experiment
with one's own drills whenever -one .1bAS the`- opportunity and when one has had suffidient'
experience in handling structural drills. In constructing-supplementary drills;'

the following:steps should be taken:.

Define the problem: Contrastive lysis can prOvide help in determining

what linguistic points should be 'emphasized and howiexercises shouldbe sequenced,

Therefore, the teacher should decide first of all what particular points need to
be drilled intensively and in what order they should be presented. Naturally,

those patterns.found in the areas of contrast should always be emphasized.

Make drill outlines: The'outline for each drill need not be complete. A

model sentence with a few possible cue words will suffice. Most drills should

be written for choral response so as to utilize the class time as fully as possible.

.The drills should be arranged carefully:. simple drills precede more difficult and
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.complex one so that the Student's can be led from learning to self-testing.
,Graded exercises will.treatlyi facilitate the learning process.

Complete each drill Each sentence in a drill should be simple, fairly
Short,7and meaningful. The retention or memory span.pf studentS is much shorter
in the, early.stages of language learning. Sentences that are too long or con-
tain too many -new words tend to become confusing. All'sentences must be logi-
cally relatable to each other--if not cOntextuallyatleast within a certain

'semantic' range, since abrupt changes in the referential point from utterance
to utterance are very distracting to students For.maximum learning, each .:
drill should coniainsix to:eight sentences:-.

,66

Choose a:good model sentence and clear- directions: The model sentence
should be free of superfluous elements so that the.type of changes to'be made
is clear'to all. The directions should be as succinct as possible, with a
minimum of.grammatiCal nomenclature. If students seem to hesitate in the midst
of a drill, the drill should' be discarded for the moment. Such hesitations can
be caused by'severar possible factors: The students did not understand the
directions too well; the drill:contained unanticipated structural, lexiCal, or
phonological problems; or the operations involVed were tea complicated, implying
that several intermediate drills shoUld have been constructed..'

It should be remembered that pattern drills, no matter how well done, cannot
constitute in themselves the goal of language learning. Pattern practice is
a means to an end.. Those individually drilled and learned sounds, structures,
and lexical items must be combined ultimately to form meaningfpl utterances of
one's own. Learning a foreign language involves both mental, and physical (motor)
skills. It is like learning to play music. One cannothope to play Chopin or
Debussy without having spent countles's hours practicing varioUsscales, chords,
arpeggios, and other finger exercises which seem rathermechanicalSightreading
of difficult, music cannot be done unle4s one has read and practiced many graded
pieces. Likewise,,our students cannot speak Japanese like a native speaker or
understand Japanese movies, radio and television-programs until they have had
many hours of practice. As all teachers know, language learning is'a cumulative

-process. They should, tell their students that manipulation drills calling for .

automatic responses ,to fixed cues will-eventually lead to free conversation, an
experience in communication, where responses are chosen at will to fit any kind
of context. This requires drills'and practice. See the appendix for samples
of application drills.

TEACIIING VOCABULARY.

"Function Word" and "Content L.Word"

It is s ple enough to say that linguage consists of words, or linguistic
-forms. A clo erAook at various linguistic forms will suggest that they should
be grouped i o several categories according to their functions in an utterance.
For example, they can be divided into free forms and bound forms. Free forms,
such as walk, boat, pretty, who, may occur as isolated, independent utterances.
Bound forms, on the-other hand,must always occur as part of a word or sentence.



In English, the plural marker -s, the past tense marker .red, the adverb marker

71x) etc.lare all word-bound forms. Others such as of, and, the, an are sentence-

bound and Nust oCcur as "part of .a sentence. Free forms have fully referential

meanings and are often called content words.. Sentence-bound forms, which carry

structural meaning, are called function words. The different functions of these

two types of words can be illustrated by the Jabberwocky poem from Through the

'Looking Glass by Lewis Carroll:

'Twas brillig, and the slithy toves,
Did gyre and gimble in the wabe;

All mimsy were the borogroves,_
And the mome raths outgrabe:

"It seems pretty," said Alice upon'reading the poet; "Somehow it seems to

fill my head with ideas--only I. don't exactly know,what they are!" Though totally

nonsensical that the poem may seem at first, it does have a meaning.' What filled

Alice's head was the structural meaning of the poem, conveyed by the word order

(syntax) and the presence:of-Certain bound farms. It is nonsensical only in that

it has no identifiable referential meaning. If we remove the meaningless words

froffi the poem, the:st ctural,meaning will become clearer:-.

''Twas:* , and the ----y -7--s
Did and in 'the

All ----y 'were the ----s,
And the --- -- ----s out----.

NOW we-Cin-proceed,to fill the blanks with other content words which make

se4e'witgin the framework of this poem. We could say, for instance, "'Twas.

spring, and the pretty:birds/Did twitter and dance in the sky...," or "'Twas

-.smmmer;:land the tiny .kOirreis did, dart and play in the forest," and so on

All of us are capable of inventing an infinite number of nonsensical

sentences as long as we observe the accepted syntactic patterns and employ the

proper function words. A sentence like The floomy slooks cranted the,sproneous

passils has a structural but no lexical meaning. On the other hand, utterances ,

like Floomy slooks the cranted passilS sproneous the (loss Of word order) and '

Floom slook crant sprone passil (loss of function words) have neither lexical,

nor structural meaning and are totally nonsensical. It follows, therefore, that

basic syntactic patterns as well as all baiic'function words of a language must

be taught thoroughly'and actively if our students are to communicate in-that

language: Fortunately, the number of such patterns and function words is fairly

limited. As a matter of fact, no one can invent a new structural pattern or a

new function word because such items have existed for along time as an essential

part of any language.

What about the content words? It is difficult to lay down any rule or

criterion regarding the selection of Vocabulary items since so much depends on the

course objectives, the age and interest of the students, the type of topics used,

and so on With the introduction of the'audio-lingual method, the traditional

. :extensive study of vocabulary has been de-emphasized. The Vbcabulary,to be

taught is limited until the student has acquired enough proficiency in the use

of grammatical patterns. On the other hand, should we_examine tha total vocab-

.
Wary that an eight-year old child knows in his or her native language, we would be

astonished.at the finding. . At'present, there is no conclusive evidence as to
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the number of vocabulary items optimally and actively teachable in foreign Ian-.
guage classes. The selection of vocabulary in our textbookslis based on several
factors: The findings' of Kokuritsu Kokugo Kenkyuujo or the,National Institute
for Research in Japanese Language, several Japanese textbdoks which have
become available in the U.S. for use at the college:level;-and the results
obtained from our research, in sequential continuity curriculum.

"Active" vs. "Passive" .Vocabulary

We have to realize that even for a-native speaker of Japanese the, number
of vocabulary items that he or she can recognize (passive vocabulary) andproduce

'.(active vocabulary) are. different, the former being far;,;' eater than the latter.
If knowledge of Vocabulary is to be developed'adequatelY'in our studenti, we
must also accept the fact that their passive vocabulary will' be greater than
their active vocabulaiy. In other words, the students willhavei more, items :`in .

their lttening vocabulary than intheirspeaking vocabulary. Likewise,,they,Will.:
know more words in reading than in writing.

Although it is not alwayS easy to make a clear-cut distinctiOn between
active and passive vocabulary in teaching a foreign languagee must be aWate
of the difference between the two. In initial stages, ,the listening and
speaking vocabulary.wil be more or less identical. This equilibrium will soon
disappear as students learn more vocabulary items. Very basic words--say the,
first three or four hundred on a frequency count based on spoken Japanese--will
inevitably keep recurring to such an extent that they will be thoroughly learned
as Part of active vocabulary. Moreover, an in passive vocabulary often
means an increase in active vocabulary also In our texts lexicaliitems which
.a 4e to be part of passive vocabulary, like those appearing in poems,songs, and
plays, are-marked as such and will not appear in tests that require their active
use in students' own. utterances.

Vocabulary in Context

One of the reasons, for the de-emphasis of vocabulary learning is that
formerly Words were often learned as exact equivalents of English rather than
in context of the language being studied. There are, or course, many Japanese
words which are quite different in appearance but which find their equivalent
expressions in. English: Upon close scrutiny, however, it will be seen that
few words in'one language,find their counterparts in the other having the same
connotative or denotative range. The word kamisama is an "equivalent" of God,
and yet in the Japanese mind it evokes.a different image from the, one tradi-
tionally associated with the word God in the English .speaking world. Such a
difference is often due, to the cultural as well as linguistic dissimilarities
'of the two languages. There are words in the two languages whoie meanings and
almost identical, as in suiei-swimming,.hashiru-to run, utsukushii-beautiful,
and so on. Still others find only partial equivalents in which the identical
or overlapping meanings are shared only to a limited extent, as in boonasu-bonus,
boosan-priest, densha-electric train, and kyakuma-guest room. The last gimp'
constitutes the basic problem of vocabulary distinction that is Common in the
study of any foreign language. Words such as time in English will illustrate
the point:.
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What time is'it?
How many times?
I have no time.
Times have changed.

Ima nanji desu ka?
Nankai?
Jikan ga nai.
Toki wa kawatta.

4
It is obviousthat vocabulary items need to be learned'in the meanihgful

context of a sentence. They must be associated with certain situations, objects,

and expressions. We must also encourage our students to develop the skillof
deriving meaning through contextual inference. At, times, giving simple expla-

nations in English or a translation of the expression containing the word may

clear up any aMbiguity in meaning. A more effective method is to give A defi-

nition in Japanese, provided, of edurse, the pitfall of ignotum per ignotious

(defining axle unknown with another unknown) is avoided. Using near synonyms and

antonymseand illustrating the word with plenty of examples are also effective. Audio-

visual aids such as movies, slides, filmstrips; flashcards, maps, wall charts,
drawings; photographs, or even, actual objects are of immense value in encour-

aging direct association and their meanings.

TEACHING LANGUAGE AS CULTURE

Language as Culture:

,The viow of language as culture is widely accepted by language teachers.

Some linguists uphold the relativistic view that every lariguage-presents a

particular view of certain reality and that such a view is shared only by the

people belotging to the same linguistic group. Cultural patterns are definitely

reflected in linguistic patterns and forms, and they should be introduced from

the very beginning of language instructionk:7'In this sense; culture must be

learned through language as an integral part .of comvunicaeiopfAill.n Area

information and interesting tidbits can alwayt be included Wintentional di-

gressions in language class. But they.,Oiri:bei'presented-mOre,ststematically,

through situationaL dialogues, certain lexical ,items, adegilate aucliwtvtsuaLaids,

and supplemental, teaching materials ,:such as pa'ais,<songs"-Aorie ts,

games, and.othert.

We have:already mentioned the importancedf.identifyin

in the connotative and denotative liange.ofEitri#hcand Japanese .

the differences are due to the cultural dis*Olarity of theft ,t
.'..,However, these aifferencei are not only limited to isolated

ctks a matter of faCtAJapanese abounds in speech- style'S--And.,expr,
....cultural meaning that is-unpredictable from their lexical or syntactic meanings.

tearning.problems, then, concern hot only phonology, grammar, and vocabulary

but also'situations which are considered typical of the Japanese civilization.'
41"v

,
Style indicates the use' f alternating linguistic forms depending on the

:relationship between the speaker and the listener--the age; sex, social status,.
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occasion, occupation, etc.,of the two persons involved. For instance, the herb
to go can be expressed in such diverse forms as iku, ikareru, irrassharu,
oideninaru, odekakeninaru, mairu, dekakeru. To express oneself or the,speaker
we have such terms.as watakushi, watashi, atatushi, atashi, boku, ore, uchi, temae.
The listener is referred to as anata, anatasama,' anta, kimi, omae, otaku. and
others. Of course, not all these forms occur in the.beginning course textbookS;
but when more than two: alternate forms do cppear, it is necessary for the student
to understand the cultural meanthgs attached to them.

SubgroUping of alternate forms in terms of style differences has been
attempted by some grammarians, with the result that covering terms like formal-
informal, honorific-humble, polite-neutral, familiar-vulgar, etc.,11ave been
attached to certain forms. Yet, in teaching Japanese in primary or secondary
school these terms are, not as useful to beginning students, and more precise
-xplanations in addition to the cultural notes found in the textbooks should
be provided. Furthermore, situations that call for such alternate forms must
by re-created in the classroom with a sufficient numbe of examples until stu-
dents have understood the differences.- It gilould be noted that explanations,
no matter how elegant or interesting, cannot take the place of practice. Creating
a "cultural island," an atmosphere conducive to the learning of Japanese, along
with constant practice in using the appropriate forms will provide the ultimate --

key to mastery of the important styles.

In our textbooks the situational dialogue: drill sentences utilize the
so-called polite-neutral styles. Artificial aS411-is choice may seem in view of

' the fact that most of the dialoguei concern the activities of young people in
Japan, the polite-neutral form is used by insight into the morphological, structure
of Japanese verbs and has a fairly high functional yield compared to other simpler
forms. As the student's understanding of the Japanese cultural and linguistic
patterns, increases, more polite as well as more familiar styles are gradually
introduced.

Expressions with Cultural Meanings

As was briefly discussed;In the preceding section, due to differences in
cultural palterns between Japanese and the student's native language, there are
some expressions which are found only in Japanese and some which are found in

'both languages but with differences in cultural meaning. We shall confine
oursel.es hereto the discussion of expressions whose cultural meaning is not

g easily deduced from the apparent surface meaning.

Among the typical expressions found only in Japanese are okagesamade in
reply to questions inquiring about someone's health and ittemairimasu-itterasshai
and tadaima-okaerinasai, greetings for leaving or returning to one's home.
Before.meals it is customary2to say itadakimasu. A customer entering a shop is

gredted by irasshaimase. Translated into English these expressions sound ludi-

crous or nonsensical as.initadakimasu, literally meaning 'I now partake of this
food with gratitude.% Thesi expressions must be taught in the proper cultural

context, as provided often'by-the initial dialogues. Associated with and

practiced in proper circumstances they are not, too difficult to learn.

iThe second type of cultural expressions, .e., those found in the two-



languages but with different implications, are more difficult to handle since

there is a danger of their being misunderstood beCause of different cultural.

patterns. In giving a present, far instance, Japanese will say tsumaranai mono

,
desu ga, or ohazukastai mono desu ga, which means literally 'this is something

IFITTEY' or 'this is something I am ashamed of even though the gift maybe
of great value. When inviting a guest to eat, the standard expression is nanimo

gozaimasen ga, or 'there is nothing to eat.' Cultural code dictates that

speaker use these expressions as anything else in normal situations would be

considered rude or impolite.
-

Among expres'sions which carry meanings characteristic of a culture are the'

so-called idioms.. They are words or`lroues of words having a special meaning
that is neither inherent in nor predictable from their component elements.
Different languages often have their own idioms peculiar to the culture they

represent. Take ton'demonai, for instance.- The literal meaning of this phrase
is 'there is not even flying' and the real meaning 'absolutely wrong' cannot be

deduced from it Phrases like teniireru 'to obtain' kuchi o kiku 'to talk',
kao ga hiroi 'widely known', ki ga ki de nai 'unsettled, worried' also belong to

the category of idiomatid or semi-idiomatic expressions. In addition, Japanese,

has a wide variety of symbolic or imitative intensifying words like dondon

'continuously' dandan 'gradually,' nosonoso 'slowly,' tootoo 'finally' and a
rich assortment of onomatopoetic words assigned to various sounds or objects

producing such sounds. All these expressions, an, integral part of Japanese

vocabulary even in children, should be presented with appropriate cultural
explanations and exercises.

4

.TEACHING READING AND.WR1TING.

Although the teaching of listening and speaking has been strongly empha7

sized in language classes throughout the United States, it does not imply that.

we treat the teaching of reading and writing skilltor the so-called secondary
coMmunication'skills.in an incidental manner. '.Needless to say, the teaching of

the written form of Japanese;to English-speaking students is a difficult task

:because of the entirely different orthographic system and the stylistic differences

,Of.:poken and written.forms..

It is assumed that the teaching of the secondary communications skills

always follows' that of primary communication skills. Speech habits which have ,

been aCquired audio-lingually can be of great value in facilitating the leaining

of'reading and writing. With the additioh of new.skills, our concern is to
maintain and even improve our student's previously acquired oral-aural profi-

ciency. Reading and writing, activities become more prominent in later stages of

language learning. NeVertheless, it will be,seen that throughout our textbooks,
audio-lingualism is utilized so that undue emphasis on any one skill at,the

expense of the others may be avoided at intermediate. and advanded levels.

Teaching Reading

The development of reading skills in Japanese involves the acquisition of
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the ability to.recogn ze letters, or ,more precisely, kana syllabaries and kanji,
and the acquisition o the ability;tF4e.ad for meaning, that is, the understanding

..../ ,

of meaning through wri ten representatiddof the language. The first of these
is caltltd the recogniti n- stage', .and .tbet*.second, reading=for-meaning _stage.:

._ :,.:..":, i.::-:.?..:

1. Recognition Stagel,.

611
Before students are able to read Japanese, they must be able to identiTy

the graphemes, which are ira ana, katakana, and kanji. The first,ta*;is to
recognize all the.graphemes hich correspond to the:phonemes which.inust! be learned.
Hiragana and katakand..,represent all the syllable& which are possible in .Japanese:.
They have no recognizable referential meaning of their own Due totheir close
correspondence With.the Japaripse phonemes and the comparative ease with which
they can be mastered, hirigana katakana are taught before kanji. The teaching
of syllabary need not prOceed\acebirding to the traditional chart system (gojuuoniji)
but rather, from those requilg little effort in learning to those with several
strokes which are more difficult to remember. Each lesson introduces only a few
graphemes in words which have een already learned. The graphemes which are easily ,
confused due to general simila ities;in,configuration are taught separately before, .'
they are compared with each other . The traditional chart can be best utilized a.7'07.
a summary of all graphemes when they have been presented.

.s

When the associative ties between the graphemes and their representation of
sounds have been made, we proceed to the next step. We now teach the students to
establish a linguistic tie byhavingthem read what is spoken;' that is, the materials
and especially the dialogues which have been previously introduced through audio-
lingual instruction. Supplementary materials recombining the vocabulary and struc-
tures of the early lessons will also be presented. This is the most important
stage and must be accomplished before the student.moves on to the next activity
of reading for meaning. Simple kanji will be presented in lieu of kana, repre-
senting the free forms. In our textbooks, the presentation of tho number and
types of kanji are controlled in view of the total lexical and structural items
introduced at each level and within the essential concept of sequential continuity
in our curriculub.

2. Reading- for- Meaning. Stage

. -

At this stage (corresponding to the en Level III and all of Level IV of
the secondary texts): theA/udentswill be 9 encounter more and more words
which they have not met pfErviously throughlaUdio-lingual instruction. Reading
for information maybe done either intensively, usually in the classroom or
extensively outside of class. Extensive reading is as important as detailed;
intensive reading and graded materials will be developed for this purpose. If

reading in the foreign language is to be successfully taught, especially in.
Japanese which employs different systems and styles of writing, extensive reading
of diversified materials is essential,. In the early stages of reading for .

meaning, thetexts will be specifically designed for rapid reading withmaximum
direct comprehension; thus encouraging the student to read withouthaving to
stop too frequently to look up the meaning,of a word or phrase. These "contrived"
materials will not only utilizeprevioUsly taught structures and vocabulary, but
.will also increase the number of new items.

Vocabulary items will be increasingly defined.in Japanese. Where the deftnition

may be ambiguous, antonyms, or synonyms will be ,provided along with a
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sentence or two to illustrate the meaqpng and. use of the word. Only. when it is

deemed uneconomicarto define in'japaliese wirl'a word be given its English

equivalent._ Students will also lye'encouraged td'infer the meaning oPmew words

from the context. The level of the materials for extensive reading,will be
somewhat lower than the level of those studied in class. For both intensive

and extensive reading, correlated listening exercises have an im06rihnt place

either in the classroonk or in the language laboratory. OraVaistuSsions and

-,questtions will be constantly used to maintain the speakingilueficy%already

acquired.

In teaching reading, the teacher Ishpuld tellYthe.studentt never to write

English equivalents between the lines; oiwrite English translations of the

passages, or prepare a separate list of new words for memorization without any

cont xt. Our textbooks provide a number of exercises after each reading passage.

following activities may be used to supplement the drills which:accompany

the texts -s

Reading aloud: The, teacher has the entire class' a few students,'Or%an'IndiVi-.

dual read a passage after,: him or her or by themselves. The teachetscOrrecti-all,%;.

,errors in pronunciation and phrasing:. The passages may-be'read with-the,book-'

ppen, or the teacher may ask'the.class to repeat a,fterwatdswith the:bobic.

TrueIFalse statements: The teadher makes up a number of sentences con-

cerning the text and asks the students to indicate whether each statement is

true or false in terms of what they have read. This is an effective method of

combining reading and auditory comprehension.

Questions: The teacher as)cs,a student or has him or her ask the teacher or

another student a number of questions on the passages read. One type of

question will require "yes" or Pito!' with the repetition of the entire sentence,

as in Taroo wa kesa kaimono ni ikimaAlta ka? Iie, Taroo wa kesa kaimono ni

ikimasen deshita. This type of question not only increases listening and reading

comprehension but can also review important lexical and structural item ,found in

the text. Another type of question begins.with the so-called question 444$ like
doko, dare, itsu, don'na, dooshite, nanic which will require the student 4r0-

take The--1T-ct. For a more advanced class, the teah4p-may

decrease the number, factual questionsthat can be answered from the text and

increase the number of questions that .invte simple inference, interpretation,

c.nalysis, or impressions and opinions concerning the text.

Discussions: The teacher Selects from the text one or two "controversial"
questions or statements suitable for a class discussion, and then encourages the

students to express their own reactions or IMOessions and exchange their ideas

with each other.

Teaching Writing

,It is assumed that if the student fails to recognize the graphemes and

correlate .them with the sounds .they represent, he or she will fail in4eproducing

such graphemes out of memory. Reading and writing shouldbe taught simultar
neously, of course, but the prOcesS of recognition must necessarily precede that



of.reproduction I copying the graphemes, the student learns the basic strokeS,:
tontrasti,:re.s,trdke4,,letter%stjrles, and graphic signs corresponding to the
English comma. pbriod; quotation mark; underline, and so forth. The vorkbookg'
for t'iritiligprattite whichaccompany the textbias provide adequateamOunts of
varied_eicercisA:. In addition, the teacher hay use the followineilpes
drills .to suppliment.theexisting gnesiz:

.

.7

fi11 7in-the-blank drill:. The teacher has the student complete sentences'
containing blank Spaces. In the beginning, the blank spaces represent only the
relationals'and'aUxiliary verbs, to be filled uut in kana, and the rest of the
sentencein romaii. Various kinds of structural drills can be presented or

- reviewed in this _manner. Another type of fill' -in drills require the student to.
retain the function words already 'given and supply the proper content words so._
as, give the sentence a meaning .-A.Ontence like ( ) ma Xinoo ( ) de
( ) o ( ) mashita will give choite of referential meaning to the student as
long ,as' he understaTOhe underlying structural neaning.

Transformationdri4l: /n. .transforming a series.of sentences.aptording to
- . the student not only copies,tnpse parts of the sentence

whitli remain constant, but also supplies the necessary graphemes to complete'
the segments.Whichmust be changed..

Dehydrated. Sentences: A somewhat ;Modified: form of the fill-in-biank drill
is called a .dehydrated-sentence drill r The teacher.choo4s, a series of words
to be used in a, sentence, such as'YaMadasan/youbejtomodachijoiagu/iku4 To.this.
sentence the student supplies the "structure," to. reach. for example:. :Yamadasan
wa-yuube tomodachi to oyogi ni ikimaShita, The dehydrated,sentences,can-be.
given in romaji, requiring the student-towrite a-sentence with the proper
graphemes, or they .can be given in kana so-asito:provide additional exercise
in reading and coding graphemes or replacinCkand with kanji:- :

Writing as Expression,

Students can',Writt'only when they are able to recombinethe lexical and
structural items they have learned. It is useless and even harmful to encourage
them to write "compo'sitions" white the basic elements of Japanese have no* been
internalized. 44ost teachers who assign compositions do not bother correcting
all the errors, or spend-endless hours rewriting many incomprehensible sentences.
Before studentsare.Pbrmitted to Write freely what they wish to express, they
must be prepared with several types of exercises which eventually lead to free
compositions: Several activities are'suggested for this purpose:

.

Directed narration: The teacher ilAS the student rewrite dialogues in the
narrative form. This exercise requires the student to perform minimal gramma-

_

tical changt.L.

Cued narration: The .studenp dzsygiven a paragraph cOmposed,of several, ::
dehydrated sentences, and loy.5.3ROing the necessaryjuhction words ancfmaking
proper changes in ,word endings completes the paragraph. For checkingthe
control oVerstructtire, this procedtire can be reversed: , The students supply
all necessary content words with a meaniogful conte-xt,their 6ompiete
paragraph with many blanks. Stilt' another farm:of cued.materia1 is



called a..guided composition:' A topic is assigned With a dozen. brief questions.

The student must write a' paragraph or two while incorporating the answers to all

the questions.

.
The student. summarizes. "Story or..a _passage in-several :p

yr

sentences.. ' Koy:.words and.::exiiressions to. be'.usect in the..paraphrase may be

indicated by the teacher.'
. .

.. .;

Parallel writing:- The teacher ..presents a short .story .and . then asks the

stffdents to rewrite it while changing the place of the action, some of the

;characters, the time of action, etc, so_ that the story is completely changed

while -still retaining the same number of sentences. .



SCOPE AND CONTENT AND SKILLS'nEyELOPMENT

Senri.no michi mo ippo yori hajimaru.

(A journey of.dthousand miles starts with but a single step.)







with more listening and speaking practice. However, listening

and' speaking exercises by theMselves can become monotonous unless

well executed bya skillful teacher, and so some reading and

writing kana and kanji might be a motivational activity for students.

g such is the case Conversationaland Culture class level I could

be similar to Level .I of the regular curriculum, and in Level II

there could be a concentration on only speakihg and listening

activities. Selected radio and TV programs can then be excellent
listening assignments, and interaction with native Japanese speakers
Can be helpful and interesting classroom activity.' Models for
Conversational andJCulture class levels I abd IIare presented in the

appendix. They can ,be adapted to suit the needs of the individual

school and-could be worthwhile curriculum experimentations.



SCOPE AND SEQUENCE

Content, Skills and Objectives

LEVEL

LISTENING

Be able to recognize all Japanese phonemeS1

and their allophones and proiodic

particularly contrasts between:

a.

b.

c,

d.

e.

f.

g.

long and shortivowls

long and short consonants

syllabic wand non-syllabic

(taNi vs.tani) a w.

pitch accent
)

palatalized consonants vs. non palatalized

consonant followed by a high. vowel

(kya vs. ka)

intonation contour .(rising, falling,

voiced and voiceless vowels

Be able to interpreZ short utterances9and simple

conversaton'between native speakers within

situations similar to the lesson dialogues.

Be able to recognize the affirmative and negative

peaect (includinulain form) and non-perfect

markers as used with verbs, adjectives and copula:,

-mashita -masendeshita

-mashoo, .-masen, masu

ocki-ku arimasen, -katta,

-deshoo,aja arimasen

-deshita, ja arimasen deshita,,

-desu, ja arimasen

Be able to recOgnize'ihe morphophonemic changes

involved in the use.ofiabove Markers.

SPEAKING

Be able to reproduce all contraSts mentioned

under listening and produce the followinz-90%

of the time:

a. i in all nositiths

b. syllabic initial Its/

c. pure 'vowels rather ;than diphthongs

1. syllable-timed,rather thin

stress-timed utterances:,

ec' voiceless high vowels in unsttessed.low

pitch positions whenever theylCcur

f, velar nasal in all positions

g. [h] and [4] in appropriate positions

h. proper intonational c uronto

..

Be able to reproduce given short utterances with

acceptable pronunciation, pitch accent and.intoL.

nation within the limits of the course content.'

Be able to'construct and reproduceisentences with

grammatical structures listed under Morphology and

'Syntax in drills490%,of.lhe time.

-Be able' to reproduce lesson dialogues and direCted .

dialogues with 90% accuracy in grammatical struc-

.turet'iisted under morphology and syntax 90% of

the time.

Be able to make simple requests and statements,

ask and answer simple questions; and within the

limits of everyday routine conversatiopl



LISTENING

Be ,able to recognize the normal declarative

(transitive and intransitive), interrogative,

and imperative sentence patterns of varying

complexities.

Be able to recognize and understand the set of

basic phrase, clause and sentence relations used

in ,the above sentence patterns: ni, o, wa, de,

mo, e, EL, to, kara, demo, no, moo,.mada.

Be able to recognize and identify thOemon-'

stratives: korej: sore and are series and their

parallel forms, :the adjectival nouns as modi-

fiers; and.the onomatopoetic words.,

Be able to recognize and understand, vocabulary

words used in situations within context of

this level, conversations about everyday

routine and activities of a high 'school student.

Total vocabulary items .of approximately 500-700

active vocabulary words.

Also the Japanese (1-10) and Chinese (1-1001

counting systems and idiomatic expressions.

situations, use appropriate and*Oat. ra

tical forms mentioned' under

time

Be able to reproduce and .UspiOotree,1 d the
ovocabulary words in drillsoxvoi6,,and in

conversations limited to every4ayi,aeqVitIes.and

situations within the con,tk:iit't is.,441'BO%

of the tie.

,

Be able to recognize ,and, associate 4ipinpe:

customs introdUed,:4ith theJangnage and the

people who speak Cultiral item's introduced

in this level are::

a. Common proper names, use of -san, and

forms of address

b. Courtesy expressions

c. Differences in ,speech inflections between

men and womenl'

d. Vocabulary words and proper names pertaining

to geography and topography of Japan

e. Food

f. Story of kanji, use Of dictionary

g. Mannerisms and behavioral differences

.Be able ,ti? repyOdUce,:t

and use'them..appropfit*

coriversatiOnS1)ertain0

.Levei;'1.:8411.'
,C

Be.a41t.t0hSWerA00400. 1O4V40 geo.

graphr and topography,

lever in .$,implei.:00.4e,Infeii0e'g,.*Orately

80V.pf the time,:

Be able Appis6Ci00;;;,-. enjoy nd':descr be the

different cultural as ect and their rel'ation to

.the language.,
'4,
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SCOPE AND SEQUENCE

Content,' Skills and Objectives

LEVEL I ..,

Be able to accurately
,

assocate Japanese. syllables

and phrases with Spelling in,, the Roman alphabet.

symbols--roomaji7and kana 90% of the time.

--y

Be able to read Jap nese written 0)roomaji,

.and kaOji with proper pronunciation; pitch accent;

rhythM, and.intonation to be meaningful to the,

native speaker. 90% of the time.

Be.

in

of

WRITING

able to write all1110apaneSe sounds and words

voomaji and Japanese orthography accurately 90%

the time.

. Be able to write, by dictation, sentences and Be able to write in roomajilana, and kanji,,:;;1,

paragraphs in.roomajr, kana, amikanji with proper original short sentences usitIg*ammatical,.

spacing And punctuation 90% of the time,
structures correctly within' Level I .contoct,

Be able to read,And summarize all: that he reads L:

in roomaji, Japaiiese orthography about subjects,

within the context of-this level,' that is ,24,

grammatical :structure and vocabulary words,

X

Be able to read with under4Anding . simple'

conversational dialogues' wfthin't*yday',

,' ',situations and narratives presented
.

85$4the .time.

,Be able to write aWvocabulary'words and

phrases in roomiji;ikana; and kanji and

use,90% of them appropriately in accurate.,

simple sentenced on related topics 90% of

the time.



,

SCOPE,* SEQUENCE. Content; Skills and Objectives. Level

READING WRITING

C.

. 44.

Be able to identify and recognize the association of cultural items liste'd under culture to the

U language of this level.,

Be able to demonstrate tile understanding of the cultural iiems'by correct use of the culturd1,-,,.

R ; expressions, anpy.action or statement identify the cultural elements covered in:this level.

.,+

t

6



SEQUENCE`'C...

Content;: Skills `and `Objectives ;,..

LISTENING

Be able to discriminate and to'

imitate intonation, rhythm, and

other prosodic features.

M Be able to recognize and iderOfy the

0 affirmative and negative requests; '

progressive and permissive markers:

1.1

-te kudasii, naide Itudasai,

0 -te/de imasu, -te/de.imasen

-te/de mo desu, -te /de wa

ikemasen

nominalizer 'no'

phrases: to iimasu

verbal clause modifiem

-u,. -ta forms, -ta koto

Be able to recognize and comprehend the

Morphophonemic Changes of verbs when

used with the above markers.

Be ,able to recognize the relational

NI used:

with verbs of direction,

showing purpose;

with time words;

with agemasu and moraimasu

L

0

G

T

66'

LEVEL' II

SPEAKING

Be abl to reproduce all of the sound

contra ts, use.proper intonation .thythm and

other prosodic feattlreSat theproper time

withmore,Precision..'and:90%. accuracy,

Be abre to,accurgely apply in a simple,

cpavetsation they various. usages of:

-te' imasu adj.--ku koto

ga dekimasu,

:deshoo?, deshoo,

kAita deAbO?, and dittCdeshoo?

'use ,',"'cOrrect,ly.,. the

grammatical :forms'mentioned under

listening 80% of ,the time within

conversational. situations,

I t,

a.



SEQUENCE`'C...

Content;: Skills `and `Objectives ;,..

LISTENING

Be able to discriminate and to'

imitate intonation, rhythm, and

other prosodic features.

M Be able to recognize and iderOfy the

0 affirmative and negative requests; '

progressive and permissive markers:

1.1

-te kudasii, naide Itudasai,

0 -te/de imasu, -te/de.imasen

-te/de mo desu, -te /de wa

ikemasen

nominalizer 'no'

phrases: to iimasu

verbal clause modifiem

-u,. -ta forms, -ta koto

Be able to recognize and comprehend the

Morphophonemic Changes of verbs when

used with the above markers.

Be ,able to recognize the relational

NI used:

with verbs of direction,

showing purpose;

with time words;

with agemasu and moraimasu

L

0

G

T

66'

LEVEL' II

SPEAKING

Be abl to reproduce all of the sound

contra ts, use.proper intonation .thythm and

other prosodic feattlreSat theproper time

withmore,Precision..'and:90%. accuracy,

Be abre to,accurgely apply in a simple,

cpavetsation they various. usages of:

-te' imasu adj.--ku koto

ga dekimasu,

:deshoo?, deshoo,

kAita deAbO?, and dittCdeshoo?

'use ,',"'cOrrect,ly.,. the

grammatical :forms'mentioned under

listening 80% of ,the time within

conversational. situations,

I t,

a.



SCOPE AND SEQUENCE,
7

Content Skills and. Objectives

Be able to associate sounds to symbols

accurately no of the time readti

accurately and'interpret simple dialo

-band narratives written in hiragani an

kanji grammatical patterns and ,

vcabulary words that are alreak.faiiliar:
0

To discriminat4 symbols in the hiragana

syllabally accurately 100% of the time

WRflING

Be able ,to write symbols accurately

to the syllables in Japanese, and be

able ,to write bidictation in hiragana

and ,katakana and kanji correctly loo

of the time.

Be able to read accurately and
0

summarize simpleylialogdes and

;,narratives written in hiragana and

kanji (S:10) using, grammatical.,

patterns and ocabalary items that

are 'alreadY familiar.

Be able to express ideas using

apprOriate!vdcabulary items in proper

grammatical forms and word order within

the contest of this level 90 %' of the

time.

Be able to. read and understand. all vOcabufary words, write original

:,short paragraphi,:and use.in sentences about 100400 kanji words

withincontext 'of thisA0e110% of the:tiMe.

6.
0

.1');
,

cdurately alrgiven,seltctions, and write accurate,

ressions'abdut the items listed under virtureAn simple



SCOPE AND SEQUENCE

Content, Skills and Objectives.

LISTENING

0

N

d

Be able .to employ'intonationland other

prosodic features, and,recognize.nuances

associated with differeht pitch accents,

LEVEL III

Be able to recognize and identify the use of:

ga as adversative and sentence connector'

V-te. (de), Adjective'-te (de) as sentence

connectors

verbal cAuse'modifiers:

-u and -to forms, -ta koto

nominhizer 'no'

phrases: to iimasu

to -7 to dochira,

yori -- no hoo ga,

V-u tsumori, koto ni suru(naru), ni suru

(naru), -nakereba narimasen, - nakute mo

-te mo kamaimasen,.V-u hazu, V-te

keredo -- (time word) 'de, V-te kita,

V-reba, Adj. -kereba (provisional), N-de

(V -'te)' -- (reason), V-te miru

,SPEAKING.

Be able to speak with proper pronunciation,

intonation, and other prosodic features

in'a conversation to affect proper meaning

and nuanct'in the lapguage 85% of the time.

Be able to reproduce and accurately use

all the new grammatical,structures listed

;under listening 85% of the time.



SCOPE MD SEQUENCE. Content, Skills and Objectives.

LISTENING

'...Be able,..tot,identify and recognize an additional

300 new words (tota,1 8007l000' yocabulary items)

letsbns relating to:

. i
,,

poi..440'i
:qavo.,.,.i.,.;',

...

.. .i.x i6..iciliy, ,.....,..

iie.:eiiilettailigent: .:.

apan Se....e4ti0i4A0p57:

se.. Odthing.:.:'.4itn,,-i9bi..,..

4.
e bitti-4tifrO\:..e'''''''

..,,, 0.bieS', ... ....

anew 040,i parks.,
il.itlane,se'foOds,i

!,lapan.Ose literatur
,1

Be be to use, properly the new vocabulary

items in conversations rqating to the

subject areas listed under VocibtAary 80%

of the' time.

. .

To'qbe 4blp..to reco,gnize and identify tings, japanese,Thespepially.those items Jist

bel-64',-anVas§oti,4te ;them 'with the afl'eSe..peo.ple, language and,c'ulttirei
,, ,.

....,,*

ab 1 -ii4linnolfhi bento .

. ,

. urii .- rigkama . : '.

S ,temples 7) kami,- jinj a ...-

est' at' - oMikeShi,.,

. 1. 5er, :1,. e' 'ome r 'shoji), fusuma

F.r ,, , til.,.; .bathlofurn

folk songs.

P r %
k? l: " histaridalligures

44 t'

t
t., 5.r 0, ero ''''

0,4e 0
, f t ..,

r :IS

7 I.



SCOPE AND SEQUENCE

Content,'Skills.and Objectives

` READING

Beable'to associate all :Japanese sounds

:witly:the corresponding orthographic

representations.i7thejapinese syllabary

and about 400-600Simple.kanjand.read

any lesson text with -some fluency and

expression.

Be able to read and interpret' Japanese

materials within the context of the,

grammatical 'structures. and subject'

areas covered at this level,

LEVEL III

WRITING

Be able to write by, dictation all Japanese

sounds and kapj i learned with correct

okurigana with 90% accuracy all the time,

Be able to write a paragraph or two .

about everyday and, routine matters using

the additional vocabulary and grammatical

structures listed for this level with 90%

accuracy all the time.

Be.:able to write afriendly lettevof,

invitation otabOht,.a trip with 90%

accuracy; in forth and expression.

Be able to read:anOTitO:miniMum 2110.400-kanji woxds1 (with proper okurigana) and'use-ihe6

correctly in writing,
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SCOPE ,AND :SEQUENCE

Content, Skills and Objective's..

LEVEL IV

`'LLpTENING

le.able.to master sound discrimination, intona-

tion,.rhythm,'an.,her prosodic features,

recognitionrand and standing of nuances

associated with different pitch accents and

expressions. in ,,the 'language.

Be'able to, recognize and identify the basic,

colloquial patterni covered within the four

levels., Specific grammatical structures to

be added to 'the previous learning are

'SPEAKING

Be able.to reproduce all sounds and

intonation pattern's acceptable to

native speakers 100% of the time.

Be able to use appropriately and with

facility an&ease afthe:Ooper time

iallthe:ba* IrammaticaL'Onstructions

introduced thoughout the levels;

levels of speech

. passive: direct and indirect

c. potential: regular and irregular .

d. Non-final predicate: V-stem, Adj. -ku;

-tari, -shi, -u to, -tars

causative: 'transitive and intransitive

Aependent nominatives: Wake, yoo,

tokoro (ni), baai

relationals: demo (or something),

demo (anything), ni (addition),

toka, sae,bikari (only)

multiple relationals

. sentence particle: kana, kashira

-taro° (daroo) form

interrogative nominative:

joo, ((not) any)

Be able to carry, on a conversation'

with a native speaker about topics

within the context of .the four levels.



SCOPE AND SEQUENCE Content Skills and Objectives.

Jeable.to'und0O*40dditionalyocabul*
of ..400 .500 :(qcav1011ikl500). .itets

11,thigleifelJOating*apan's

B hospita ,. medical care, natural

retpurc4economy, Buddhism;.:

l religious fesfivals: industry;

hiStory,liguage,

Be able to Understand and appreciate,

,Japanese speech levels

JalianeseHculture'in'ffelation0::'

U

natural esources,. telitien,'hi$0

)

A 4

it

a 0.

t.

SPEAKING

Be ab.4 clto the

additional neW'voCabularyrlords.and:

,:.expressions,in:Centext.inIrdinary

comretsatiori as well . as. in prepared

y, `seasons; and nature, literature, family e c.

cal

.it

1

1



SCOPE AND SEQUENCE

Content,, Skills and Objectives

LEVEL IV

READING

Be able to read aloud with ease and fluency all

%Japanese materials of average difficulty (native

Japanese text of 7th orlth grades) with

N accurate near-native gonunciation, intonation
G

,and expression 90% of:404me.,
0.

4.i_s?

Be able to read and comprekfittd.

, materials of average difficulty

ft with little use of the dictionary.

, G

V Be able, to read and understand Japanese

0' books "and magazines with the use of, a'.

C dictionary for words other than those

introduced in this' levei.

, 1 ,

ifs

Be able to' read and understand'materials

written in, ese (equivalent to Japanese

Intermediate Schoollievel),regarding

4apanese culture and customs. .'

4

WRITING

Be able to wrate accurately,all sounds in

orthographic symbols with near- native

proficiency 90% of the time

4

Be able to express in writing,with ease

and accuracy at the level of discussion

on topies in the text.

Be able to express in writing ione's ownideas

utilizing the' motPcomplex patterns 4earned

within this leVel.

Be abIelto write and iuse approximatelt

600-860 kanji charadt6s and various'

combinations of them in context.

141

Be able, to write. short paragraphs abo4

some cultural aspect of the Japanese

people.



CHAPTER IV

it" TESTING AND EVALUATION

'Tazan no ishi: Hito no furi mite waga furl naose.

(Let this be a good lesson to you

By othej" faults,- wise men correct their 'own.





Age Testing is a very important part of foreign language,instruction because
it.can serve not only as a measurement of students' progress, achievement, and
ppficiency; but also as an evaluation of the teaching goals and techniques.
Testing should be done only when stuaents have had a reasonable time to
Hate the materials which have beentpresented. This means that tests should
be announced in advance to'permii adequate preRaration as well as performance': (14.

l'Pop" quizzes rarely increase-proper motivation and their use is often abused as a
punishing, device for an unprepared class. Testing should also serve a.a rein -f ing device so that students may4learn from their mistakes. Test papeis,
sh.uld be returned as soon as possible with the nature of correct or incorrect
peiforiliance pointed out. Frequent, short quizzes are more effective as a °
learning and reinfoving tool than long, infr&quent examinations. 'A.good fest
should enable the teacher to find out what, points need reviewing, how effective
the teaching4techliques have been, how much progress the students have made,
and whethls or not the basic course objectives are being met.

r P *
Tip construction of good tests is not a simple task. The test must '

a, urately,reflect the teaching materials, techniques, and course objectives.
Probablo the most important factor determining the testing technique to be used
is the natute of the skill or skills being testea., Test items are constructed.
usually in terms of the four basic skills - listening, speaking, reading, and
writing Vera few items are "pure" in terms of testing one skill/item; most
in/blve at 10W two skills, and many involve three or .all four.

Translations have been &favorite testing method of many teachers. Used
0 spatingiy, translation does measure the degree of mastery over-certain gramma- .

tical and lexical items..' Yet translation is considered'a skill that has little
to4)do with real language learning. Unless the course emphasizes such an acti-
vity, it should not be used frpquently. It is slow to administer, offers too
many possibilities it answers,, and tends to encourage students to think con-
stantly'in English and eqUate,English sentences with Japanese. The harmful

_effects of vocabulary tests are well known. Words out of context are difficult
to learn and are quickly forgotten. Dictation is a good exercise when writing
sk411 is being taught, but it is a very inefficient way of testing. It is
liffficult to.score a dictation objectively. .Furthermore, it tests such multiple
linguistic skills--whether the student can understand spoken Japapese, whether
one write Japanese graphemes, whether one.can-associate .sounds with symbols,
,yhetheroneha.s enough structural/lekicalknowledge to write only' what' takes
sense, and go offthat-tile teacher cannot pinpoint the causes for poor perform-
ance in dictation. FreecApositions tend to reflect an optimistic ;iiew of
theteacher. They.show'verh;Oor u.lity number of
errors depends On the individualtudents, time allowed, topic Chosen, and the
fength of the coipcisition requirta.What is more, free compositions are
extremely difficult to sere.:



TESTING 'AUDIO-LINGUAL :SKILLS.

e audio-fingual tkills,are often considered the most diffiCUlt for
... tie of ,teiting: construction, administration 'scoring Littehing

ing.Ost-t are complicated by the often significant.practi6al
;cans' (proptr.accoustical facilities, -accurate,-:enuneiation,hy

etc..), and ,the fleeting nature of both the -test, stituius :and re
f e scoring hazardous and often invalid. In. -general these test

- one or another of -littening or . speaking, ac,tiVitiet an effort
. if ally, of them are '6ausing the- student

henSion

Lis te
uditory ,",th

und-symb6I t oci
er the pr gift

`t.should be`Ppinted
Standardized -Ofts;

,-b".44cairapany our s eries*
th 'some cif the good t

t

.

Is not a simPlq 4ctilti:XY; it involirs 'proper
ntiv?

1

on, structural. and lexical knci4edge, ,.and' , ,4-
,,

. .
reading or wiriting is ';part of the littena.ng, actiVity.;

,- ,.
shall discuss several" major types cif.;-t est ,iteilis.
ilmititing. ;the methods and techni4u-e$ used :Iv; .7 .....

saMe 4s..,primi.nr.Students.-- The u#11.:tests which. -,-
4'4imtimities to the-teacher to become mi1iar '.

ni EiTISC 644e s- ''' . .. , ,

r

`I:, 4Audit6ry.Discrinanation,, "; t.
: . ', . !* :',.. c ,44,,,t.44;:;.,,

. . The type, .addXt(lirY ditcrimination drills 'mentioned' under "Teaching the .-:.
'.SOUnd :!.Syttem!! may be used for testing aio-... The teachk announces that is

.

go i.04to'''.. rad.,,seve ral,, 'groups of words, each grotip contlittinkOf three .words.
....,'

Oit*,6f-7thetAAti't etWords will be different, from the otheiktWo.,. , Mile students
_then write the nuMber'.6f the., word which; is 'different from (the. rest. ,'

,,i. , -.
7.,.-.- : : is ic i.' 11C i. Stilci -:. - VNo. I)

kirti-kiital-ici.ta,4 ., '. (No. 3)
../ . .ryo:4S-riyoe`-`41Yci-6 - ',(No. 2) °. ,.

Ainia714ma.0iiina , ' (No. 3)

? ';.--": .,,'",..-4.: '41,-_. -, : .,,
in;

, All.areas' or phonemic contrasts ',, "JaPanve shoUla ted as 'they are.
taught tkk; t tudentt;.:-, Vrifitratt 15,eftweeit English. and Japanese unds' cam be tested
bk mixi :correctly -6noiihoell -Japanese Words:With those : prOnounted with an

glish 1-tic-Cat." item becomes easier if, the number of words-,irk, the group
is, incfgaie4't6 f iii.sor6-sore-sode=sore.,' or more difficult iff there are
only two .words,..-.4X ki, tom -to ii=,7In 'the jatter case, :'.the student,
may. w4te An ',S or ' f e, cm ,a,L.: or cliff ent.

cues are effd
.sed foi° udi
fie kchar.' pron

orr onds -t

when vocabulary items that .have akeady been
nscrimination. ' Showing a picture- of ilfe:,moos

uncei the-word tsuici. The class indicates
he object being shown,.

gned to check retefition, phonemic



41 . \ ..
: contialtsi.Vocaburar. \,, and grammar. When constructed as "pure" -t, . .

types, they area.
-: listening As well as reading:.,-Or' writing
,,. measure, auditonf "co ... As uhybrid".,:

s ,.,* ' =c-.... .':. '-: -.. ,

1 t

e.',typgs'of.iteMS',,can\be'constructed in various ways.. MO t4.4044.

, ....,

...

.. . .

:

.

may 're Liir% certain,:bodily-thoVerhentS in response to the ..command, as '5, i i':,:to ..

, .

te o, a asai,okOko;:e-kite'kikdasii; to o alc enisa j. , e;e:. He or 'she,Ma." I.Students
-brirw crayoris 41:7.7,cT507ffara7ENTdemmigrds such aS : chliSana ao maru :6.1.01e fikksa.1;
'ookirnaqshiroi maru to ; chiisana :Icuroi.:.Matu 0,kaiteykUdasa.i, etc, , These jt,,,
,are particularly z,,suitabl 0 fOryounger:students . ,If the numerafS,' and !'CO 'eig"-:ii
have been taught ,.,..:.the- teachef Can direct the -gtudejlts..to write diiwn..$41ii 44 abj:,'''',
nunierOs etke number.they hear in each sentence: Asbko* ni' ..hito tat,:',flit0,4*- 3.masu
(2) i'kono kitte' o iUtaitai kli4asal (10) inata 14 niiuk4dOru motte-im§u1.,10?... 0),..-,
and 49 orr. `11.'.,,. ; ......-.., 1..-'..7' , , - "b* P. ; A.

..;.,

4, Pjetorial 'ciies,41.41-in.,10inambiguOUs WayS,'. he p' tbVkary trilff al.Se ,...,
multipfe7cbdice ikeMs:. A pictitre of With a'-book orb, it, .4.iiOfil&r-Witti:
two books. lthrl ern e a.t.,h ,,. a; third pitying .ttree books orb -;the Ivor, in -frt6nt::,',oP:Ithe

. .. :t,..., .

desk. y -iflay''descri,b'e '1.tatiements SUcp.-..-as ts1.41,410 no .ue ni4;hclig-A.SitiiiialSu, .,,17.AkOe
. no shit;. ni" honotaa st.nsOsu aTimas4,,:: boil ga- iris'atsu tSifYue.A 6kmae ,ni Arimasu.
A: s ingl e prc turd- 'with Spepj. 'Obje4VOrriet:rle: engage4:'5:,:i v4iti.:6tuS a 'vities
fits ,int9 ; r444ial questions ,or stat nt.S:-.' ! -' 7 ,4:-.1

,
4 .i

-.. aAs.,:st den S' tO'It ion increaseS- its is kpossib"l..-to#:,m cer u ;:ffic44e,, SOphis-
14 visual cues. litie,tIaClier'asklyfiethe..40 el3.. statementtiaateCit,emsW4 .

is. t e of false :- loiticd1 , s: 'illogicalcX:511.6h as : Gqjlan...D it16,4,,,31:440' onaka ga:
suk hita kyoo wa nick oobi, desu kraa:lilikoo e kimasen. Ins.teg4,,ot a
single statement, the teaChertikay give a question andfrr4iikstipp.VE0ia'Statement

.and a rejoinder and' tell students to indicai,e. wtCrellfit'414.-anSw'ernok rejoinder
.,, f -,4..logical.'and' possibleln terms of th = st AqUost to*, or statement"; ', Kinoo, nani

ohi ohan. via. mada ,slesul.: tirRe),!, etc. It real items to
to s ashita411. ft sho ni Waikiki e i ash6 "qfdli:41iiOpp,ka';'.4i,spkimashita ga,

lti 'e-choice items br"giving two ; al;ternate :atrigerS, A and ,B.'..-iThe student '
electS A -6r B if -either' avwei. ,seems 4ppropriat0,,..7,0d C./ if neither seems 'correct.

With more-advanced students,. the 'teacher may iea,,a!ai,toty 6.T;a connected passage
ac omilfiniec'''bY "SAier.al . t e-false conce. "'lig It .. ,,,

.-i,tw ,. 1, i; ..J; ,..;: .J ,,,.

\-4 ''

"Hyl:rid"' es i l'e eitiieileading.;or:,writing as part of listening C0i11:7-
pieherisi6n..,:, gtaXiy,: the teacher;askS,;;a, question, bratlly:;,And -the student

one of the several po'sssible answers pri,nted,; on
oral

answer sheet. Another
procedure has the- srd*t Aspon0 to the teachdr'S oral question by writing the

. , .. . . .,appropriate .answel-. In eitbe 4/. , whethcPr r ing qi writing is, involved, .;

auditorY-coMprehens.iOnii, iseveasUred onl naive y.' Thus, even if' the student
has;underStbod the., oral ' correctly, selection of the right answer depends
on hiS, ability to read, t , alterntte answers rapidly.: When written answers are ,,,

.

itreqUireel''scoring :.tends to be on t3 eiaortectnes4of the response 'rather than-On :
..,

. .

listening skills as 'such.- ,..0 .

il

Testing Speaking

.44; Speaking Ability has often been measured through class observation of
student verbal behavior in the target language. Such anoapproach assesses
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speaking skill,only indirectly andlails to pinpoint specific pronunciation
-.eirors except outstanding ones. Speaking tests: are extremely difficult-to

COnStrutt.. Among other factors, speaking involves pronunciation,-grammar,
:vocabulary, and fluency. Since scoring tends to be _quite subjective, the
teaCher needs to be trained in elementary phonetics in order to evaluate
performance as accurately as possible. Ideally, the, scoring should -correl

highly with thaeof other similarly trained teachers.

Pronunciation

ate

The goal of teaching pronunciation is the attainment of near-native facil-

ity in recognizing and producing the sounds, rhythm,, stress, intonation, etc.,
of the target language. Pronunciation can be evaluated_ hrOugh reading, mimic,
ry, or free response. In all cases, the teacher prepares a dozen or more
sentences. These sentences can be arranged so as to constitute a dialogue or
a connected passage. Each sentence contains'one key feature tó be checked:

Kore wa chizu desu ka?
Hhi, AmeilIT-no chizu desu.
Sono tsugi no e wa nan desu ka?
Sore wa hashi ('bridge') no e desu.
Kiree na hashi desu nee.
etc.

(check i of-chizu).
(pitch contour of Amerika)
(ts of tsugi)
(pitch-accent of hashi)

.(intonation contour of nee)

Needless to say, the students are not to know what the key sound is in
the sentences they are being tested on. In printing such an exam ?di-pronun
ciation in reading, no underlines will be made. The test sentences can be
read, recited from memory, or recorded on tape, for mimicry cues

can elicit statements containing key words if,the pictureAhre clearly drawn
and the questions and expected answers are carefully controlled. Grading can
be done in terms of 1 or 0 point, indicating acceptable-Orunacceptable pronun-
ciation. A more refined system using severarcategOries like 4-native, 3-near-"
native, 2-nonnative but intelligible, 1-unintelligible, 0-no answer attempted,
can only be adopted at the risk of complicating the scoring procedure.

2. ,Speaking

Speaking tests are generally designed to measure structure, vocabulary,
pronunciation, and fluency through cued or free response. For cued response,
various types of transformation drills discussed under "TeachingGrammatical
PatteThs" as well as pictorial cues may be used.' Apicture of a clock showing
three-twenty'elicits several statements through questions like kore"wa"nan desu
ka?, ima nan'ji desu ka?, ato gofun deglihn'ji ni nnrimasu ka?, etc. A compo8-
ite picture taken from a magazine ;q ta photograph can be used with ;a number
of,questions concerning the locatio of objects, activities of people, impression
of the viewer, and so forth.

In free response the student gives v. ser2es of utterances prompted by a
single cue. Oie describes, for example, what is happening in a picture or
several related pictures. Onemay also talk in some detail ibout a topiC such
'as what one did the night before; last Saturday morning, this morning, what one
will do this.evening, tomorrow night, next Sunday, what one.thought of the story
one read or heard in class, and so °nb The teacher will sometimes ask brief
questions in order to elicit mop respOn.ses from the student. ,
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The.difficulty of speaking tests lies more in scoring the response than in
cdadminis+ering it. If the student is answering several:' questions, eachanswer

must be evaluated in terms of pronunciation, grammar, vocabulary, and;fluency.
! If there is a series of v4ried utterances in response to a single topic, some

kinigtof "global rating" system will have, to be adopted.- At any rate, it is unde-
sirable to have exceedingly fine scales such as 0-5,.0-6, or"0-7 for.each feature
to be checked.Ifthere is large.enough sampling, a minimal grading scale of 0-2 or
0-3Should yield reliable scores:

no attempt to answer
1 very halting,"incoherent, almost unintelligible (2!

2 at times.halting, some errors but withoui a loss E
overall meaning or continuity
almost no ,errors, quite appropriate, no hesitation

A grading scale,of 0-3 like.the one above, applied separately to pronun-
ciation; grammar, vocabulary-, and fluency or-immediacy of responst,willfroduce
a maximum range of 0-12 points Perresponse. If there are ten test. tems, they
.will have a theoretical range of 0-120 certainly wide enough .to discriminate.
between better and poor performance.

It is best to administer a listening- peaking test, and particularly the
speaking test, in the language laborator Where stu ents can listen to. the
master tape or record their response wi h a minimum ount of distraction. The
recording time for the speaking test sh ld not excee three or fol.= minutes.
The machines must be checked beforehand for proper nctioning and the students
instructed in the handling of the eqement. The answer sheets or any other
necessary materials shoulalbe distA ted immediately before the test. The
tedious job of listening to the stu nts' tapes can be shortened considerably if
the recording machines, are controlled to record only the students' responses,
and if all tapes with only afew minutes' recordings are put on a single master
tape. If a recording facility is not available, the teacher may give.: the test
individually to each student while the others are engaged in silent activities
sUdh as reading and writing. One advantage of this method' is that the teacher

10n g'ade the-student on each item as he responds'to questions. Theobvious
*Aliati.itag6 is that at times the teacher may have to ask the student to repeat
hS r,...onse if it was,not heard clearlyor if there was not enough time to

iire t. 40t

We havecepeatedlY-pointed out the importance'of the audio-lingual aspect
language iSaching. Yet the oral-aural skills_are rather difficult to eva-,

luate. Many teachers give quick quizzes that are reading.oi writing oriented
and judge the students' performance on thetbasis of informal contact
their mastery of the written language As a result .some students cease stpakik
the languale the moment they step out of the,claSsroom or'the.Ianguage laboratory:-

'They AuY o not try to communicate in the language Which they are studying, Many
memorize grammatical rules and lists of words and do their homework silently in
their rooms or in the library.. The teachel. must.explain to them the goals of

, andio-lingual instruction and the purpose of the specific methods and procedures
uset'n teaching. Ift-our-teChniques used-in imparting linguistia skills are
primarily.audio-lingUal, then our testing method must nece&sarily be based on
.the same, principles as 'those for teaching.



Reading and writing 'skills are still taught, 41f-course, but our aims in
teaching them have atinged T the past reading-translation was the principal
aim of most foreign language courses. This skill had priority over other skills

and it was dexeloped and-tested through translaillk Today, however, the goal
in reading is not translation, but total comprehe on in the target language
without recourse to English; 'Hence, test items necessarily involve visual per-
ception and: familiarity with the structure, vocabulary and graphemes of the
language, and the speed with which one.reads. Reading comprehension items are
therefore constructed around a complete conversation or entire narration.

Reading Comprehension.

Items in, reading comprehension are designed to: measure the reading skill
independently of students' ability to write; Students,are usually asked to

read a selection. which utilizes only familiar words and patterns and select

the correct answers to a question askedabout the sq1ection. The items are

usually presented as'multiple choice, true and fals'e; completion or appropriate-

inappropriate. Care should be taken to see that the items are genuine,compre-
,hension items and could not be answered without having read the text.

2. Vocabulary

Vocabulary items are ,intended to check familiarity with the words and idioms
of the language by complition, logical sequenCe oftpxpression, continuation of
thought, or by choosing an antonym or synonym,

Testing Writing

Communicattbn through writil demands real proficiency in the language to

be effective. A series of definite steps must be followed in developing such%a

skilir which requires mastery of spelling grammar, and vocabulary to .:attain

proffciency, indexpression and flue icy., Tqt0n writing therefore,Must measure
the various aspects of progress in VOcabill41;, spelling, gramthar and ,style. .;

-

1. Dictation

Mastery of .the sytlabary and/k4ji is prerequisite tf writing in ,Japanese'.
Frequent.dictation and.short quizze7 are helpful in the ssimifation of. these

mechanical aspects of writing. FiTst) kanji words a lOses maihe
dicOtiomexertises. 'These shouP1 be corrected immed oly. Then passages

or selections. are dictated ancrcip ected for accuracy.

2. Partial Sentences

Partial and directed senten6es in the target language to'be completed with

proper forms (cues given) help to check on the morphology. and syntax of the

.1afiguage.
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. Composition.

A c9mposition test measures the ability to organize ideas on paper and eva--
luates the'ultimate goal of Writing skills. It is, however, very difficult to
score and is time consuming. To be as objective as, possible in scoring, grading

.':should be limited,to only certain aspects which cannot be tested otherwise.
Such limitation can be set to the use of tenses, descriptions, adjectives, etc.,
and as to the length of response required.

TEST EVALUATION CRITERIA:

A good test should meet all the four basic criteria involved in test
aluation: validity, reliability, storability, and administrability: Each

f these criteria will be discussed below.

Does, the test measure what it is supposed to aeasure? Thisis perhaps
the most essential consideration in test construction. The teacher must ask
the question: Just ,what is it that this'test measures? For example,
if a test of Japanese pronunciation does indeedbeasure, pronunciation as it is,
taught, it is a valid test. But if it involves complex grammatical patterns
as part of the check on pronunciation, or if pronunciation ,is evaluated by
having the student read roomaji which theyhave'not done extensively in class,.
or if pronunciation is measured by means of auditory diicrimination, it may
not be,a valid test. If the course objectives ,emphasize oral-aural profiFiency,
and, if the test items are reading-writing oriented, the test has very little,
validity. Validity depends on the linguistic content and on the specific tech-
niques used to test the-content. It must be designed for a Articular level
with the course objectives always in.mind.

Reliability

How consistently does the test measure whatever it measures? Reliability
is a necessary corollary of vali ity, since the latter is, paitlPthecked by it
The test should becomprehensiv enough to sample all theessential. items .taught.
Joi,reliability, test items sho ld incorporate*a.fpll:range,of levels-of.difficulty.
If all studerits do.equally well or equally poorly 'on a series -of quizzes,. chances
are that tte quizzes are-faulty, that is, too easy or too difficult to indicate
an accurate assessment of their.true performance. If students' scores. change
greatly when a test is repeated. under similar conditions after a short periCd
of-time,4it may be the fault, of the test rather than-any actual change,in the
students' knowledge. If the test results correlate very poorly with thOse,
Obtained by a known -standardized test, the test probably hai very low reli-
ability. .The so-called standardized tests are usually better constructed than
short quizzes since, among other things, all test items are thoroughly analyzed
An terms, of responses from the better, median, and poor performances over a
period of time.
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Scorability and Administrability

Is the test easy to score? can it be scored objectively? A composiT
tion or a long speaking test is obviously too difficult to score objectively.
We do not have to..construdt "objective" items like true-false, multiple choice,
or matching types. But test items tshould'be designed in such' a way ip evaluate
responses with as much objectivity and ease in . scoring as possible.

Scoring is not usually a.problem with objective format tests:* the correct
response is determined when the. item is constructed. 'UnfortnnatelY, tbe more,
freedom of resonse allowed, the more difficult the scoring. Add to this the
"fleeting" qualities of. an unrecorded oral response, and'you,have a real scoring
problem.

,
For most items, scoring can,^,be greatly simplified by applying some objec-

tive-format techniques to the "non-objective"'"items. As each item is made up,
design a "perfect" or full-.credis(,response. Then, divide the points available
for that item to fit..tliat response. For ecample, the score chart for a compb
sition might be:

;

CompositiOn (25 pointS)

item points possible
communicates ideas 5

granunatical structure 10

vocabulary and spelling 5

correct characters
other s 5 if#

,!
Always allow an "other" category for points to be used at the teacher's

discretion. This. allows. for the students who have done something unique .or

exceptionally well. l!'
..f

Can the test be given in the particular "situation? A'teacher still new ',,,

in the profession tends, to construct elaborate, lengthy quizzes dn an attempt.

to include all the important items, taught . As a result, much of' the valuable
.

class time is spent on testing rather than on learning. A test in .a given

testingsituation must measure whatever it measures with yeasonable Cost in

time, effort, and donej. -.. ,

Continuous Evaluation

Evaluation of a student's. abil and performance within the 'language claSsi -
1. ; ,

is not solely a matter of a few teits4and quizzes administered during 'the' semes-

ter-or marking period. It is rather a continUouslprocess in which every\ repe.-..

tit.ion, or every re onse to a direCtio4 or a question, guides the teacher le'
.,

determining th indivi ua student's degree of comprehension;and language per-

" formanCe: /
,, 4. . ..0.

4340szele2 5.

', In arriving at a specific grade for ,the marking period, '.1)tumbef o devices

in addition to the test and ,quiz: questions may be brought. to ar.' 'file,. teacher
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may at times, in the course of daily routine; grade rapidly the performance of
the individual student as he Or she repeats the drilTS,,manipUlates-adaptations
and transformation drills, or answers4'and -asks directed.questions.

As the .class uses the language laboratory or electronic classrobm,
teachers may keep before themselves two sheets of paper, edeh on 'a clipboard.
One sheet identifies,,the students by seating position; the other provides space
for each .student so thatthe teachers can make notes as they monitor.the actiV-
ities during a tape drill. In the lower corner of thsheet are recorded thq
date, tape, and class. Each student monitored receiVes an'evaluative score
based on tne ability,; to echo or to manipulate a 'drill pattern. Within a period
of 10 minutes. the teacher can evaluate half a pattern: "These,numerous scores
will,not only yield a measure; of the student's achievement, but also will
record growth thrOugh the school year.

Individualized grading and personal growth is'important. Grading has far
more benefits a's encouragement and recognition of effort than it.does a's an,
instrument of threat. .

Reporting zo Parents

The nature:Of.audio7lingual:inStrUctiOnwhen used-suggests a:degree-of
cOncentrationand'appliCa4ion required of Itudents that.wouldseento indicate..,
the,;conYenl:iOnal Aeansof,reporting student.. progress. parents is.notaAWays
adectuate.: ; Experience, has showmthat many parents question the meaning of ,.the
letter or. number grades normally used,oespecially,during the prereading phase

..when'the pupils 6 .not write the.customary paper -and pencil type iests They
want.to know. how the teacher has arriVed.at the grade and also just what the

.grade reflects Any *ranatory note:to students and/or parents can prevent.
misunAerStandings and4oster cooperation, and goodrelationships.

4or

In order to be asObjective as poisible, the followirig sample rating sheet
can 1 used'as a guide ibr teachers. .A good, aYerage and -poor scale,is.useful:

A. General,

Retention
Preparation of written homework

3: Preparation Of oral. 'homework
4'. Participation; in 'classroom recitation

Sample Rating 'Sheet

.

13; Classroom Work .
, ..r . r

1.4.' Listening ,. - ,...

,a-:- DiscrIMNa=fionof'sounds I..
',..bi. Aindersianding the teaCher...
c.. Under:Standing other pupils

4 d. w?.Follong" oral directionsand instructions.
. .

fle.':CoMptpliension of:mOderately Long passages
f. Understanding and Mar(ipulating oral drills and

on tatle, ,

dialog adaptations

4 . :



. Speaking
a. Repeating a word, or phrase correctly -

b. Repeating a'' sentence correctly

c Pronouncing accurately
d Speaking with -acceptable rhythm, -phr*ing, and intonation
e. Using Japanese for. communication - a:.

a. Reading:material learned audio-1ingually
:.b °: Comprehending new material and recombinations without recourse

to translation _
,

c., Maniptilating 'Materials derived .throtilh reading

Writing .

a. Accurately .ranscribing materials learned audio lingually
h'. Writing correctly from di.,ctatiOri 4

c Answering in written, foiti quffstions on mati,tvials mastered

audio:lingually 4;1c:

- Performing substitutfori and transforthations wider gu ance
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